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Abstract

This thesis presents novel heterogeneous integration approaches of wire
materials to fabricated and package MEMS devices by exploring unconven-
tional applications of wire bonding technology. Wire bonding, traditionally
endemic in the realm of device packaging to establish electrical die-to-package
interconnections, is an attractive back-end technology, offering promising fea-
tures, such as high throughput, flexibility and placement accuracy. Exploiting
the advantages of state-of-the-art wire bonding technology and substitute the
conventional micro welding approach with an innovative attachment concept,
a generic integration platform for a multitude of wire materials is provided.

This facilitates a cost-efficient and selective integration, which involves
the attachment and shaping of a variety of intrinsically non-bondable wire
materials. Furthermore, the selective integration of wire materials provides a
simple method to generate complex suspended geometries, which circumvents
the need for subsequent processing.

The first part of this thesis reports of the integration of non-bondable
shape memory alloy wires on wafer-level, which has led to an innovative
method to fabricate micro actuators. Moreover, the integration of high per-
formance resistive heating wires on chip-level is utilized to fabricate filament-
based infrared emitters, targeting non-dispersive infrared gas sensing of alco-
hol for automotive applications.

In the second part, a series of unconventional applications of wire integra-
tion using the traditional thermo-sonic wire bonding approach is presented.
A novel and low-cost nitric oxide gas sensor is realized by producing vertical
bond wires featuring high aspect ratio. Next, the high placement accuracy of
wire bonding tools is leveraged to integrate conductive metals cores for fabri-
cating high aspect ratio through silicon vias. Finally, an advanced packaging
approach for stress-sensitive MEMS gyroscopes is evaluated, which exclusively
utilizes bond wires for realizing the die attachment.

Keywords: Micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS), heterogeneous 3D
integration, wire bonding, wire integration, transfer wafer bonding, non-
dispersive infrared gas sensing, low-stress packaging, shape memory alloy
(SMA) , infrared (IR) emitter, through silicon via (TSV), ethanol sensing,
nitric oxide gas sensing, wafer-level, chip-level, Kanthal, nickel chromium
(NiCr)

Stephan Schröder, stephan.schroder@eecs.kth.se
Department of Micro and Nanosystems, School of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science,
KTH Royal Institute of Technology, SE-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden
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Sammanfattning

Denna avhandling presenterar nya integrationsmetoder av trådmaterial
för tillverkning och kapsling av mikro-elektromekaniska system (MEMS), ge-
nom att undersöka okonventionella tillämpningar av trådbondningsteknik.
Trådbondning andvänds traditionellt för att skapa elektrisk kontakt mellan
chip och kapsel i integrerade kretsar. Det är en etablerad back-end tekno-
logi med fördelar som hög hastighet, flexibilitet och placeringsnoggrannhet.
Genom att utnyttja fördelarna hos toppmodern trådbondningsteknik och er-
sätta konventionell mikrosvetsning med ett innovativt koncept för att fästa
tråden, tillhandahålls en generisk integrationsplattform för en mängd olika
trådmaterial. Detta tillåter en kostnadseffektiv och selektiv integrering vilken
består av fixering och formning av en rad icke-bondbara trådmaterial. Vidare
ger den selektiva integrationen av trådmaterial en enkel metod för att ge-
nerera komplexa suspenderade geometrier, som gör efterföljande bearbetning
överflödig.

Den första delen av avhandlingen beskriver integration av icke-bondbar
minnesmetall på kiselskivor, som möjliggjort en innovativ metod för att till-
verka mikroaktuatorer. Dessutom används integration av högkvalitativa re-
sistiva trådar på chip-nivå för att tillverka filamentbaserade infraröda emitt-
rar, ämnade för gasmätning av alkohol i fordon.

I andra delen presenteras en serie av okonventionella tillämpningar av
trådintegration med användning av den traditionella termo-soniska trådbond-
ningsmetoden. En ny och billig kväveoxidgassensor tillverkades genom att
producera vertikala bondtrådar åp chip. Den exakta placeringsnoggrannhe-
ten hos trådbondningsverktyget används för att integrera metallkärnor som
skapar en elektrisk kontakt genom kisel. Slutligen utvärderas en avancerad fix-
ering av stresskänsliga MEMS-gyroskop i kapsel, vilket uteslutande utnyttjar
bindningstrådar.

Stephan Schröder, stephan.schroder@eecs.kth.se
Avdelningen för Mikro- och Nanosystem, Skolan för Elektro- och Systemteknik,
Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan, 100 44 Stockholm, Sverige
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Objectives & Overview

Objectives

This Ph.D. work targets the development of novel heterogeneous integration ap-
proaches by utilizing wire bonding technology. The work covers from a basic proof-
of-concept to verify the feasibility of integrating non-bondable wire materils to the
implementation of a matured approach to a state-of-the-art wire bonding tool for
the fabrication of filament-based infrared emitters.

Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is divided into seven chapters. The first chapter introduces common
integration strategies and motivates the importance of heterogeneous integration re-
garding MEMS fabrication. Firstly, heterogeneous integration using adhesive wafer
bonding is discussed and a novel transfer wafer bonding method to integrate single-
crystalline silicon layers directly on CMOS by utilizing an ultra-thin bonding layer
is presented. Secondly, wire bonding technology for establishing electrical inter-
connections is recapped. A novel heterogeneous integration approach for bulk wire
materials based on wire bonding technology is introduced and integration strategies
for non-bondable and bondable wires are proposed. In the second chapter of this
thesis the proposed integration for non-bondable wire materials is demonstrated for
a simplified integration of shape memory alloys to fabricate MEMS-based micro-
actuators. The third chapter presents the implementation of the integration plat-
form to an automated wire bonding tool. Various novel filament-based infrared
emitters are fabricated by integrating resistive heating wires to MEMS substrates.
The IR emitters are characterized and implemented in non-dispersive infrared gas
sensors for automotive applications to detect elevated breath alcohol levels. The
fourth chapter proposes wire bonding technology to realize the formation of cost-
efficient through silicon vias for advanced three-dimensional packaging approaches
of MEMS. Chapter five is concerned with packaging stresses of gyroscopes and intro-
duces a die attachment method by exploiting wire bonds as mechanical attachment
elements. The sixth chapter presents a novel nitric oxide gas sensor, which utilizes
high aspect ratio vertical bond wires as sensing electrodes. The final outlook and
conclusion of this work is given in chapter seven.

xiii





Chapter 1

Introduction to Heterogeneous
Integration & Wire Bonding
Technologies

This chapter introduces the reader to the fundamental integration principles for
merging MEMS and ICs manufactured by incompatible fabrication approaches. In
this context, monolithic and hybrid integration approaches are briefly discussed
with respect to their advantages and limitations from a general packaging perspec-
tive. The following discussion guides the reader towards heterogeneous integration
approaches. Transfer wafer bonding is presented and a novel approach using an
ultra-thin bonding layer is discussed. Since a substantial part of this thesis focuses
on heterogeneous integration, which exploits wire bonding technology, integration
strategies for bulk wire materials are introduced, while later chapters present vari-
ous applications of the proposed wire bonding integration platform.

1.1 Hybrid Integration

The simplest form of two-dimensional (2D) integration exploits only the lateral
dimension and refers to a side-by-side arrangement of devices with varying func-
tionality, such as application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), MEMS or RF and
analogue circuits. Devices are individually packaged and mounted on a printed cir-
cuit board (PCB) forming functional systems on a board-level. Such a system
represents the lowest level of integration. Spacing between individual packaged
devices and consequently the length of interconnections are comparably large. Re-
sistive and capacitive parasitics lead to long signal delays.

The next level of integration arranges discrete devices on a separated carrier
forming multi-chip modules (MCM) on a system level. As illustrated in figure
1.1, individual devices, for example ASICs and MEMS are separately fabricated
on a wafer-level and then cut into discrete dies. The devices are mounted next

1
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(a)

processed
MEMS wafer ASIC wafer

(b) wafer
dicing

MEMS die ASIC die
contact pad(c)

die-to-lead frame
interconnection
(Au bond wire)

die-to-die
interconnection
(Au bond wire)

lead frame
terminal

die
paddle

die & wire bonded
MEMS device

Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of the hybrid integration approach. (a) Separate
fabrication of the MEMS and ASIC devices on wafer-level. (b) Dicing of the wafers into
individual devices. (c) Die bonding of the MEMS and the ASIC to a shared substrate, for
example a lead frame. Establishing of electrical die-to-die interconnections using thermo-
sonic wire bonding technology to enable communication between the MEMS and the ASIC
dies and formation of the die-to-package wire bonds.

to each other on a carrier substrate and electrical interconnections between dies
are established. Figure 1.1c gives representative illustration of a MCM module
containing an ASIC and a MEMS die mounted on a leadframe. Both dies are
electrically connected by die-to-die and die-to-leadframe bond wires. Finally, the
system is packaged to protect from environmental and mechanical impacts. The
concept of MCMs originated in the 1970’s [1]. This approach allows the combi-
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nation of devices using different technology nodes and merging of incompatible
manufacturing technologies. Consequently, hybrid integration offers a comparably
cost-efficient and flexible integration. However, the lateral arrangement causes large
form factors and necessitates extended wiring, which increases resistive and capac-
itive parasitics. Despite relatively high packaging costs, especially for high volume
applications, MCMs facilitate a short time-to-market and the flexible nature of
MCMs allows for individual optimizations or modifications of the components [2].

1.2 Monolithic Integration

Monolithic integration enables co-fabrication of ICs and MEMS on wafer-level us-
ing CMOS compatible process technology. This so called system-on-chip (SOC)
approach implements the entire functionality on a single die and features high
compactness by maximizing the lateral integration density. Conventional die-to-die
interconnection is per se invalidated, as internal wiring is integrated on-chip. Figure
1.2 depicts the outlined monolithic integration. The MEMS device, fabricated in
the center of the die, communicates with the ASIC using on-chip interconnections.
Consequently, resistive and capacitive parasitics are greatly reduced and the overall
system performance is significantly improved. Nevertheless, monolithic integration
faces technological constrains preliminary arising from manufacturing limitations
imposed by CMOS compatibility. Simultaneously, fabrication complexity and costs
scales dramatically using the SOC approach [1].

1.2.1 The Thermal Budget Limitation

The following discussion attempts to highlight fundamental divergences and limi-
tations in manufacturing CMOS-based ICs and MEMS. Historically, MEMS orig-
inates from the LSI technology for fabricating ICs and therefore IC and MEMS
manufacturing partially rely on common fabrication processes. Over the years, ad-
vances in MEMS manufacturing led to more and more specific processes, for exam-
ple the formation of high aspect ratio structures. Consequently, the fabrication of
MEMS imposes technological constraints on the monolithic integration approach.
These constraints are diverse and originate mainly from material and processing
incompatibility, such as the limited thermal budget of CMOS technology. ICs are
fabricated by precise and confined manipulation of the electrical properties of the
surface of a semiconductor crystal, typically single-crystalline silicon (SCS). This
is realized by introducing minute amounts of doping elements to the crystal lattice
using diffusion or ion implantation technology. Rapid thermal annealing activates
elements in the crystal lattice. Internal wiring and the formation of electrical con-
tacts to connect the fabricated ICs as well as multi layer on-chip interconnections
are made of metals. As a result, ICs are highly sensitive thermal processes, as the
local doping concentration gradients change and electrical properties are adversely
affected. This is known as the thermal budget and is considered as a fundamental
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(a)

on-chip integrated
MEMS and ASIC

(b) wafer
dicing

(c)

die-to-package
metal pad

ASIC part

on-chip
interconnectionMEMS part

Figure 1.2: Schematic overview of the monolithic integration of MEMS and ASIC. (a)
Both, MEMS devices and ASICs are simultaneously fabricated on wafer-level using CMOS-
compatible processes. Electrical interconnections enabling communication between the
MEMS and ASIC are established on-chip on wafer-level. (b) Conventional dicing of the
processed wafer into individual devices, containing the MEMS and the ASIC on a single
die. (c) Close-up of monolithically integrated MEMS and ASIC. On-chip interconnections
are very short, reducing parasitics of the system.

limit ensuring the integrity of ICs. The limit of the thermal budget depends on
the specific manufacturing processes utilized to fabricate ICs and varies between
400 ◦C and 525 ◦C [3, 4, 5].

Instead of altering the electrical properties on the surface of the silicon crystal,
MEMS fabrication utilizes the superior and predictable mechanical properties of
the bulk silicon crystal, by etching for example suspended or movable structures.
Consequently, complex geometries with high aspect ratio structures are generated
in the crystal. In addition, MEMS manufacturing typically necessitates various
non-standard materials and alloys to generate sensors or transducers with unique
features. To realize theses components frequently high temperature processes are
involved. Both, the fabrication processes and implementation of exotic materials
required for MEMS manufacturing, may interfere or even inhibit CMOS compatible
fabrication.
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1.2.2 CMOS MEMS Integration
CMOS MEMS integration addresses these limitations by offering an application-
specific solution. Considering the previously discussed manufacturing challenges,
it is convenient to categorize integration strategies according to the fabrication se-
quence of the ICs and MEMS, i.e. MEMS-first, interleaved-MEMS and MEMS-last
[6, 4, 7]. Choosing the appropriate manufacturing sequence is of critical importance
and is determined by multiple factors, for example the processes involved and ma-
terials required to realize the individual devices as well as the targeted application.
MEMS-first refers to the fabrication of the MEMS and subsequently the IC. In this
manner, MEMS device fabrication is not restricted by the thermal budget of the
CMOS process. However, as previously discussed MEMS-first induces inevitable
topography on the semiconductor surface. This is addressed by fabricating MEMS
devices in a recess or trench [8, 9] and surface topography is attenuated by deposit-
ing dielectrics and chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP) [10]. Typically, ICs are
fabricated next to the MEMS on the substrate surface. Interleaved-MEMS allows a
higher degree of flexibility as the approach allows for mixing of the individual fab-
rication steps of MEMS and ICs. However, technological limits of topography and
reduced thermal budget still apply and need to be considered [11, 6]. In the case
of the MEMS-last approach, all processes to fabricate the MEMS are constrained
by the thermal budget of the initially completed ICs. Advantages of this approach
involves high integration density, as this approach enables true three-dimensional
(3D) integration, allowing for high density vertical interconnects [7]. Complex
MEMS devices, such as aluminum-based micro-mirrors [12], and poly-SiGe-based
gyroscopes have been realized [13] by fabricating them on top of ICs.

Despite the high integration density facilitated by monolithic integration, 2D
integration approaches for large and complex systems are approaching technological
limits. Monolithic integration requires a highly elaborated design process, which
escalates with the functionality of the system. The complexity of realizing SOCs
scales dramatically with increasing lithography mask steps, affecting yield and ex-
tending time-to market-readiness. In addition, by implementing more functionality
in SOCs the required die size scales up and on-chip interconnection density results
in a severe wiring complexity [1]. Large SOCs necessitate multilayer wiring, which
imposes multiple planarization processes and forms the current bottle neck for in-
cluding more functionality and better performance. A solution to these limitations
and constraints provides heterogeneous integration, enabling the integration of var-
ious ICs and MEMS and alleviates current challenges of CMOS compatibility, while
giving room for exploiting the third dimension.

1.3 Heterogeneous Integration

Continuous down scaling of ICs, such as the reduction of the gate oxide thickness,
has been the preferred concept for improving system performance and adding more
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functionality. This strategy has become known as Moore’s law and was enabled by
remarkable technological advances of the semiconductor industry [14]. The gate
oxide thickness of today’s transistors is in the range of a couple of atomic layers
and is approaching fundamental physical limits. As a consequence, semiconductor
and packaging industries concentrate their activities more on “functional diver-
sification”, i.e. adding more functionality of different technological systems and
technologies and simultaneously incorporating technological aspects of the package
[15]. The so called More-than-Moore (MtM) paradigm considers the package as an
integral part of the system. The key enabler for 3D packaging approaches, within
the realm of heterogeneous integration is a vertical electrical connections between
stacked dies or packages. Through silicon vias (TSVs) allow the shortest possi-
ble interconnection. In chapter four a novel fabrication approach is proposed for
realizing high aspect ratio TSV in MEMS and thereby enabling 3D packaging.

Heterogeneous integration can be regarded as a synergy of the advantages of
both previously discussed integration approaches. The high flexibility in merging
CMOS incompatible materials and divergent manufacturing technologies enabled
by hybrid integration and the high integration density for realizing high perfor-
mance systems utilizing monolithic integration are preserved. Thereby the highest
possible flexibility in fabrication is guaranteed, while thermal constraints or mate-
rial incompatibility concerns are alleviated [16]. Increasing systems functionality,
while minimizing the form factor is only permitted by advanced 3D packaging,
such as 3D system-on-chip (3D-SOC) [17] or system in package (SIP)[18], and 3D
IC and 3D Si integration [19]. Most of these packaging concepts pursue integration
by stacking of multiple dies and packages. A comprehensive and fundamental dis-
cussion of all aspects that heterogeneous integration addresses and covers is beyond
the scope of this thesis. Therefore, the interested reader is encouraged to study the
relevant literature [20, 21, 1, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26].

In this respect the following sections focus on selected heterogeneous integration
concepts, which have been developed during the thesis work. Conventional deposi-
tion technologies, such as chemical or physical vapor deposition are limited to thin
films, mainly due to low depositions rates. Bulk micro-machining, however, forms
typically mechanical structures, such as micro-actuators, by utilizing bulk materi-
als. Heterogeneous integration addresses these constraints and features integration
of separated fabricated of bulk materials. Instead of traditional additive concepts,
heterogeneous integration encompasses unconventional approaches to join devices
or materials at an appropriated phase in the fabrication. In particular, the inte-
gration of bulk material using transfer wafer bonding and integration using wire
bonding technology have been studied.
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1.4 Heterogeneous Integration by Transfer Wafer Bonding

Transfer wafer bonding utilizes wafer bonding technology for integrating bulk ma-
terials. Wafer bonding is an established joining technique of multiple wafers in
MEMS manufacturing and in wafer-level packaging applications. This technology
permits the integration of for example SCS substrates onto processed wafers con-
taining CMOS-based ICs. The most prominent bonding principles are fusion bond-
ing, anodic bonding, thermo-compression bonding, eutectic bonding and adhesive
bonding.

Fusion or direct bonding imposes high requirements on the surface roughness
of the wafers to be joined, while high annealing temperatures between 600 ◦C and
1200 ◦C drastically exceed the thermal budget of ICs. As a result, fusion bonding
is an inappropriate method for wafer transfer bonding within the heterogeneous
integration regime. Anodic bonding refers to a method typically used to join sili-
con and glass wafers. The glass wafers need to contain a critical amount of alkali
ions, which are mobilized at temperatures between 300 ◦C and 500 ◦C. In combi-
nation with an applied electrical field a strong bond is formed [27]. While anodic
bonding can tolerate more surface roughness, applying strong electrical fields and
relatively high bonding temperatures minimizes its attractiveness for transfer wafer
bonding. Thermo-compression bonding is a widely utilized method to form metal
to metal bond connections. In the combination of force and heat, metal atoms are
brought into close contact and mechanical deformation is initiated, resulting in a
metal bond. This bonding method requires relatively high bonding forces and thus
is mainly deployed for packaging applications, such as wire bonding, stud bumping
or on a chip-level for chip bonding [28]. Eutectic wafer bonding is based on the
reduced melting point within a eutectic system of two or more materials. Joining of
dissimilar wafer materials occurs by diffusion of the individual materials into each
other until the eutectic composition is reached and local melting at the interface oc-
curs. This technique has been utilized for the integration of bulk NiTi-based shape
memory alloy sheets by sputtering gold on one side of the bulk NiTi sheet[29]. The
approach is realized by eutectic silicon-gold bonding, which exhibits the eutectic
point at 363 ◦C [16].

Adhesive bonding has attracted most interest, due to its beneficial joining con-
ditions for transfer wafer bonding [30, 31]. The bonding process utilizes an inter-
mediate layer, typically a polymer that establishes the bond. Curing of bonding
adhesives involves relatively low to moderate temperatures, minimizing thermally
induced mechanical stresses and ensuring that the thermal budget of CMOS-based
ICs is maintained. The intermediate layer alleviates stringent requirements on the
surface roughness of the involved wafers. In addition, bonding adhesives impose
fewer constrains on the bonded wafers and allows for bonding various substrate
materials and substrate thicknesses, ranging between the entire bulk and thin films
in the tenth of the nanometer range. While adhesives essentially alleviates physical
constrains on the joining materials, the requirements on the adhesive itself are rel-
atively demanding. The adhesives utilized should preferably not generate volatile
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byproducts and exhibit minimal chemical shrinkage during the curing process. Nev-
ertheless, the intermediate bonding layer should be removable with high selectivity
to the joined wafers and act as a sacrificial layer. In doing so, selective releasing of
fabricated structures in the transferred layer can be realized.

Integration by transfer wafer bonding is an powerful integration approach re-
ducing fabrication complexity. Previous work on transfer wafer bonding utilizes
benzocyclobutene (BCB) [32], for realizing various devices [33], for example mi-
cromirrors [34, 35, 36, 37], micro bolometers [38, 39] and has been proposed to
fabricate a NEM switch [40]. This work presents a transfer bonding process using
an ultra thin adhesive bonding layer, while only moderate curing temperatures of
the bonding polymer are required. Reducing bonding layer thickness simultane-
ously results in shorter vertical through electrical connections between the joined
substrates and parasitics are minimized, while system performance is improved.

1.4.1 Details of the Transfer Wafer Bonding Process using
Ultra-thin Bonding Layers

In this work the bonding process utilizes mr-I 9020 XP thermosetting nano imprint
resist (Micro-resist Technology, Germany), which features very good bonding prop-
erties and thermal stability up to 300 ◦C [41, 31]. Transfer wafer bonding composes
of firstly the application of the bonding adhesive and secondly the joining of the two
substrates. In this work the transfer bonding process is demonstrated by joining a
silicon wafer and an silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer and is illustrated in figure 1.3.

The bonding polymer is dispensed on the silicon wafer and spin-coated. A
200 nm thick layer of bonding polymer is formed using a spinning speed of 3000 rpm
for 30 s. The thickness of the bonding polymer layer is adjustable by altering the
spinning speed and the viscosity. Next, the wafer is placed on a hotplate at a
temperature of 110 ◦C for 2 min. Before joining both wafers, the SOI wafer and the
silicon wafer are cleaned by nitrogen purging, removing any unwanted particles from
the surfaces. Subsequently, the SOI wafer is placed up-side down, with its device
layer facing the applied bonding polymer layer on the silicon substrate. Bonding is
executed in a CB8 wafer bonder (Süss MicroTec, Germany). The joined wafers are
heated up to 200 ◦C and the temperature is maintained for 50 min, while a bonding
force of 12 kN is applied. For characterization of the bonding quality the handle
layer and the BOX layer of the SOI are removed by reactive ion etching (RIE) and
buffered hydrofluoric acid (BHF), respectively.

1.4.2 Characterization of the Bonding Quality
Heterogeneous integration by transfer wafer bonding imposes stringent require-
ments on the bond quality, such as good uniformity of the bonding polymer, high
yield of the bond and etch selectivity to other materials, which is important for sub-
sequent processing. Performed bonding experiments demonstrate very high bonding
yield of above 97 % to 99 %. Figure 1.4 shows an image of two bonded wafers. The
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transfered SCS
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Figure 1.3: Detailed fabrication steps of the transfer wafer bonding process. (a) The
bonding polymer is spin-coated at 3000 rpm for 30 s and baked at 110 ◦C for 2 min. (b)
Nitrogen purging is executed before joining the wafers. (c) Wafer bonding is performed at
200 ◦C, while for 50 min a bonding force of 12 kN is applied. (d) After the bonding process
the handle layer of the SOI is removed by RIE and the BOX layer using BHF.

bonded silicon device layer with a thicknesses of 70 nm to 220 nm, respectively, are
transparent and thus enable optical inspection of the bonding yield. Characteri-
zation of the bonding layer uniformity shows a thickness variation of the bonding
layer of less than ±20 nm, i.e. below ±10 % non-uniformity across the wafer with
a diameter of 100 mm. Bonding strength is characterized using a conventional die
shear tester (Dage PC2400, Nordson Dage, UK). Dies with a size of 4 mm times
4 mm are prepared by cutting slits into the top wafer and 30 dies are sheared. A
mean load of 53.75 N with a standard deviation of 11.23 N gives a bond strength of
3.36 MPa and maximum bond strength of 4.8 MPa exceeding previously reported
bonding strength of 3.6 MPa for parylene [42].

Besides the good bonding uniformity and bond strength, the process compati-
bility of bonding polymer is of significant importance. The bonding polymer must
withstand various etchants and solvents for subsequent processing. This is con-
firmed for BHF, acetone and isopropanol. In addition, sacrificial removal of the
bonding polymer is demonstrated utilizing oxygen plasma etching. Figure 1.5 shows
the released SCS layer. Oxygen plasma allows for well controllable dry etching of
the bonding polymer. More details of the transfer bonding method and character-
ization utilizing ultra-thin bonding polymers are reported in ( paper 6) [43].
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.4: Image of two transfer bonded wafers. The handle layer and the BOX layer
is removed for optical inspection of the bonding yield. (a) Transfer bonded SCS without
nitrogen purge results in a bond yield above 97 %. Remaining particles, highlighted by
the white circles, result non-bonded areas. (b) Due to nitrogen purge before joining both
wafers the yield is improved to above 99 %.

bonding
polymer

bottom
substrate

released
SCS

200 nm

Figure 1.5: SEM image of the partially released transfer bonded SCS layer utilizing
oxygen plasma dry etch.

1.4.3 Conclusion and Outlook
The presented results demonstrates the successful utilization of the transfer wafer
bonding using ultra-thin intermediate bonding layers. Heterogeneous integration
based on this transfer wafer bonding process enables integration of for example SCS
layers, on top of other substrates, while maintaining the thermal budget. The ap-
proach is highly relevant for 3D integration of MEMS, NEMS or photonic devices.
The excellent bond strength of 4.8 MPa, the bond yield above 99 % and the demon-
strated bonding layer uniformity, with thickness deviation below ±10 % across the
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wafer, proves the feasibility of the transfer wafer bonding process for ultra-thin
layers. This work addresses various challenges for heterogeneous integration for
example high etch selectivity of the bonding polymer towards the transfered SCS
layer.

1.5 Heterogeneous Integration by Wire Bonding

This section begins with a brief historical development of wire bonding technol-
ogy and an introduction to the most prominent wire bonding principles is given.
Many devices and applications developed in this work are enabled by thermo-sonic
wire bonding method and thus this technology is presented in more detail. After
the fundamentals of wire bonding are described, novel heterogeneous integration
strategies for bulk wire materials using wire bonding technology are outlined.

1.5.1 Brief Historical Development of Wire Bonding
Wire bonding refers to an electrical interconnection technology that enables com-
munication between ICs, containing features in the nano- and micro-scale, and the
package that in turn allows the connection to macro-scaled electronics on a board
level. In 2008 more than 8 billion bond wires were generated and no other technol-
ogy can replace wire bonding in the near future [44]. This key technology has been
optimized and matured over thirty years towards increased throughput, yields and
performance. Today, wire bonding infrastructure is omnipresent and more than
90 % of all die to package connections are established using wire bonding technol-
ogy. Typically, connecting wires made by wire bonding ranges between 20 µm to
100 µm in diameter and rely on micro welding approaches.

In 1950’s the burgeoning semiconductor industry was in need of a technology
to generate reliable electrical connections to solid state devices. Traditional solder-
ing could not fulfill emerging requirements to establish conacts in the micro-scale.
Out of this need, basic wire bonding principles were developed between 1955 to
1958 by O. L. Anderson et al. at Bell Laboratories, and first reported in 1957
[45]. Since joining of the semiconductor surface and metal wires occurs by ap-
plying pressure, the authors called the technique thermo-compression bonding. In
1963, the first wire bonder was manufactured by Kulicke & Soffa. However, the
bonding mechanism was not fully understood and bonding temperatures ranging
between 300 ◦C to 400 ◦C result in serious reliability issues in the early 1960’s. Two
prominent examples are the “purple plague” and Kirkendall voids, which primarily
arise due to the formation of brittle intermetallic phases and unwanted diffusion
caused by the high bonding temperatures [46, 47, 48, 49, 44]. J. M. Peterson et
al. proposed ultrasonic welding mechanism in 1962 to generate electrical connec-
tions in electronic packaging [50]. Within a very short time ultrasonic wire bonding
has replaced thermo-compression wire bonding and evolved as the major intercon-
nection technology. Bond connections are established at room temperature and
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thus phase out temperature related reliability concerns [44]. Nevertheless, ultra-
sonic wire bonding requires an additional alignment of the bond tool to the bond
wire orientation, adversely affecting throughput. In 1970 Coucoulas introduced the
combination of thermo-compression and ultrasonic wire bonding, i.e. thermo-sonic
wire bonding, which is presently the dominating technology [51]. The principle of
thermo-sonic wire bonding and its high flexibility to form a bond in any direction
have been retained, while adding ultrasonic energy facilitates plastic deformation
of the bonding metals at lower bonding temperatures and consequently reliable
ball bonding at temperatures between 125 ◦C to 225 ◦C has been established. In
1971 the first fully automated wire bonder manufactured by Shinkawa Ltd. en-
tered the market [52]. Over the years, the monopoly position of wire bonding and
its importance to generate electrical interconnections has pushed the technological
development of wire bonding tools towards continuously higher throughput and
yield, while an optimized placement accuracy enables ultra fine pitches. Increasing
the frequency of ultrasonic transducers, for example, towards 120 kHz permits even
lower bonding time and improves yield. Simultaneously, wire manufacturers have
optimized the quality of bond wires, by adding dopants and refining mechanical
strength to minimize the heat affected zone (HAZ) and to enable low-loop geome-
tries [53]. Alternative wire materials, i.e. copper have been introduced, to reduce
material costs and electrical resistance of interconnections. Today’s wire bonding
tools offer complex loop trajectories, such as ultra-low-loops and reverse wire bond-
ing with multiple kinks, astonishing throughputs of about 20 bond wires per second
and remarkable placement accuracy below 3 µm [54, 55].

1.5.2 Ultrasonic Wire Bonding
The joining process in ultrasonic (US) wire bonding exploits mechanical force to
press the wire down to the bond pad while ultrasonic energy is applied. The bond-
ing tool has a shape of a wedge and thus the bonding process is often referred to
as wedge bonding. Although various wire materials are bondable using ultrasonic
wire bonding, mainly aluminum wires are utilized, which corresponds to about 5 %
of all established wire bond connections. Ultrasonic wire bonding requires rota-
tional alignment of the wedge in line with both bond connections. Consequently,
ultrasonic wire bonders are generally slower than ball stitch wire bonding tools.
However, bonding aluminum wires to aluminum bond pads establish very reliable
mono-metallic bond connections and thus is a preferred joining technology in for
example high power and automotive applications. An advantage of ultrasonic wire
bonding is its suitability for thermally sensitive applications, as it is performed at
room temperature.

For establishing an US bond connection, the bond wire is fed at an angle between
50° to 60° through the hole of the wedge, i.e. the bonding tool, sticking out of the
horizontal plane. The wedge is centered over the first bond pad and oriented in a
parallel line between the first and the second bond pad. The bottom of the wedge
presses the bond wire against the metal pad and ultrasonic energy is applied. Initial
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surface contaminations and surface oxides are removed and the applied bond force
plastically deforms the bond wire. Metal atoms of the bond wire and the bond pad
come into close contact and a mono-metallic bond is generated. Next, the wedge
moves to the second bond pad, while the bond wire is supplied from the bond
wire spool. The second wedge bond is performed, again by pressing the bond wire
between the bottom of the wedge and the bond pad down while applying ultrasonic
energy.

In this work ultrasonic wire bonding has not been utilized for fabricating devices,
however for the sake of completeness it has been briefly described.

1.5.3 Ball Stitch Wire Bonding

The main share of all wire bonded electrical interconnections are performed using
ball stitch wire bonding. As previously outlined, ball stitch wire bonding technology
differentiates between thermo-compression bonding and thermo-sonic wire bonding.
The former technique utilizes only heat and mechanical force to join two metals
and form a bond connection, while the latter makes use of ultrasonic energy in
combination with mechanical force and heat. Consequently, the joining process
requires less mechanical force and reduced bonding temperatures. Today, thermo-
sonic wire bonding is prevalent in virtually all ball stitch wire bonding applications.

wire
clamp

wire
capillary

wire tail EFO electrode

ultrasonic
transducer

Figure 1.6: Photograph of the bondhead and the heater plate of an ESEC 3100, Besi,
auto ball bonder. Most of the wire integration approaches have been performed using this
wire bonder.
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In figure 1.6 a close-up of the bondhead of the wire bonder is shown, containing
all components required to establish wire bond connections. The metal joining
process is performed using a wire bonding capillary, a hollow cylinder made of
ceramic, which is tapered to the lower end facing the heater plate. The wire bonding
capillary is fixated perpendicular to the ultrasonic transducer, which transmits the
ultrasonic wave to the wire capillary during the bonding process. Indicated in red
is the bond wire that is fed through the wire tensioner, the wire clamp and the
bond capillary. Next to the tip of the bond wire, sticking out of the wire bonding
capillary, the electrical flame off electrode (EFO) is located. Devices are placed and
fixated on an application-specific heater plates.

Typically, a wire bonding cycle starts with the formation of the free air ball
(FAB) as schematically illustrated in figure 1.7. The electronic flame off (EFO)
electrode approximates the wire tail that sticks out of the wire bonding capillary.
A voltage, exceeding the break-down voltage of the atmosphere, is applied and the
resulting discharge melts the tip of the bond wire tail. Due to surface tension the
liquid metal forms a sphere. The solidified metal sphere at the end of the bond wire
is referred to as the FAB. Next, the FAB is centered underneath the meniscus of the
wire bonding capillary by utilizing local air flow above the wire clamp to suck the
bond wire up. Subsequently, the bond wire capillary is positioned above the first
metal pad of the heated substrate or die. The capillary is lowered down and the
FAB is pressed with a defined impact force and bond force against the metal pad,
mechanically deforming the FAB. Simultaneously, US energy is applied, scrubbing
away potential surface oxides or contamination, which may inhibit the bonding
mechanism. The atoms of the FAB and the metal pad come into close contact and
an inter-metallic bond is established. After the ball bond is generated the wire
bonding capillary moves upwards and performs a predefined trajectory towards
the second bond pad. The rotationally-symmetric shape of the ball bond allows
a rapid and uni-directional movement of the wire bonding capillary to the second
bond pad. No rotational alignment of the substrate holder or the bonding tool,
i.e. the wire bonding capillary is required. Consequently, complex loop formations
are executable, while maintaining high placement accuracy. As the wire bonding
capillary arrives above the second bond pad the stitch bond is initiated, again
utilizing thermal energy of the heated substrate or die, ultrasonic energy and force
to form the stitch bond. However, instead of the FAB, the bond wire sticking out
of the bond capillary is pressed against the bond pad and the outer chamfer of wire
capillary causes the shape of the stitch bond. In the final step the wire capillary
moves upwards and at the tail height the wire clamp closes, i.e. fixates the wire and
thus the attached part of the wire, that is not part of the wire bond connection, is
detached and forms the new tail for the next ball stitch wire bonding cycle.

1.5.4 Gold Ball Bumping
Gold ball bumping makes use of only the ball to form an electrical contact. Instead
of bonding a wire between two terminals, only a ball bond is established. This
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Figure 1.7: Schematic illustration of a conventional thermo-sonic wire bonding cycle. (a)
Formation of the free air ball at the tip of the wire tail below the wire bond capillary using
electronic flame off. (b) Centering of the FAB underneath the wire bond capillary and
positioning the wire bonding capillary above the first metal pad of the die. (c) Formation
of the ball bond by applying bond force and US energy, simultaneously. (d) Executing
of the application-specific trajectory to shape the bond wire. (e) At the highest point
of the trajectory the wire clamp closes and the wire capillary moves towards the second
bond pad. (f) Formation of the stitch bond by again pressing the wire to the bond pad
and applying ultrasonic energy. (f) The wire bond capillary more upwards, while the wire
clamps is open. (g) At the tail height the wire clamp closes and the tail is ripped of from
the stitch bond.

method is used for forming contacts for flip chip bonding. Similar to thermo-sonic
wire bonding a FAB is generated. Next, the wire capillary centers above the bond
pad and a conventional ball bond is performed. In contrast to executing the loop
trajectory to shape the wire towards another bond pad, here the wire capillary
moves upwards to required tail height. Next, the wire clamp closes and the wire
is torn off at the weakest section of the wire, which is known as heat affected zone
(HAZ) above the bumped FAB. Subsequent coining process levels the gold bumps
to a defined height [56, 57]. Gold ball bumping offers an cost-effective alternative for
low I/O ICs, as conventional bumping processes requiring under bump metalization
(UBM) and lithography processes. Initially, wire bonding tools did not support a
bumping option and the stitch bond was placed at the edge of the ball bump [58].
Today’s wire bonders offering ball bumping including a lateral shear motion to
flatten the bump and thus additional coining processes are obsolete. Figure 1.8a
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.8: Images of stacks gold balls. (a) Configuration of bumped gold balls, where
the tail is teared-off at the heat affected zone, above the bumped gold ball. (b) Stacked
gold balls using the coining option to flatten the top surface of the gold ball bumps.

and b shows different configurations of stacked gold balls.

1.5.5 Wire Bonding Applications for MEMS
Traditionally, wire bonding has been a pure back-end process to form electrical
interconnections from die to the package or to an alternative substrate. However,
tremendous technological advances, such as high placement accuracy and genera-
tion of advanced looping geometries as discussed in 1.5.1 enable novel applications
beyond the initial scope of wire bonding. Recently, multiple authors have reported
on novel fabrication approaches for MEMS devices enabled by utilizing wire bond-
ing technology. Miniaturized out-of-plane inductors, for example have been realized
by generating an application-specific trajectory, as part of the thermo-sonic wire
bonding process [59, 60]. Fabricated micro coils are compatible with standard
MEMS processing, showing high repeatability. Based on the this work various
devices have been developed, such as micro Helmholtz coils for MRI and NMR
studies [61, 62, 63, 64], micro levitation actuators [65] and wirebonded microtrans-
formers [66, 67]. Other approaches have utilized gold ball bumping for packaging
approaches to either perform sealing of liquid or realizing vacuum packaging on
wafer-level [68, 69]. A more detailed description of MEMS fabrication using wire
bonding is beyond the scope of this introduction chapter but the interested reader
is referred to a more comprehensive report in [52].

1.5.6 Bulk Wire Materials
Wire manufacturing is very a mature and industrial established metal working
technology. The process of wire drawing is low-cost and a very simple fabrica-
tion technique involving bulk deformation processes. Wires are manufactured on a
large-scale in various diameters and shapes. Doping elements are added to the start-
ing material to improve its mechanical and electrical characteristics or aging and
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corrosion properties. The starting material is pulled through the die, i.e. a plate
containing a chamfered hole in the center. Thereby the wire is consecutively reduced
in diameter until the final diameter is obtained [70]. Wires are high quality and
void-free materials, offering tailor-made and application-specific tuned properties
that may not realizable by conventional deposition techniques, such as evaporation
or sputtering. In particular, deposition of materials with thicknesses outside of the
range of typically layer thicknesses ranging between a couple of nanometer and a
few micrometer using conventional deposition technology is too time consuming and
economically inconvenient, while showing high risks of flaking and intrinsic stress
generation. Virtually many malleable metals and alloys that can be fabricated to
wires are feasible for integration. Fabricated wires are coiled on a spool containing
up to several kilometers of wire.

1.5.7 Integrating Bondable and non-Bondable Wires
In this work, integration of bulk wire materials refers to the attachment, placement
and shaping of wires. Instead of realizing the simple, traditional electrical intercon-
nections between die and package, wire bonding is exploited for integrating various
wire material to MEMS. Integrated wires are utilized as functional structures for
realizing MEMS or enabling packaging applications.

Thermo-sonic wire bonding is a very promising technology for the integration
of bulk wire materials. The features of this cost-efficient and mature technology,
such as high placement accuracy, throughput and flexibility in combination with an
omnipresent infrastructure gives it an advantage over other integration approaches.
The technology of establishing wire bonds is a conventional back-end technology
and has less stringent requirements, for example, to the previously discussed trans-
fer wafer bonding approach. The bonding process, for example is performed at
atmospheric conditions and between ambient temperatures and 250 ◦C. The metal
to metal joining process is relatively insensitive to minor surface contaminations or
oxides and requires no additional pretreatment, such as an adhesive promoter for
most of the conventional metallurgical systems. The serial nature of wire bonding
is an essential advantage, allowing a “selective material integration”. Firstly, wires
can be locally attached on the wafer- or chip-level and secondly the process enables
shaping of the wire to generate functional structures. In doing so, suspended and
free standing geometries, either in-plane or out-of-plane, can be produced in a rel-
ative simple manner. Subsequent processing of the integrated materials, such as
patterning, structuring and potential releasing are per se redundant. Nevertheless,
the integration sequence is an essential criteria, i.e. before, interleave or after pro-
cessing of the MEMS devices, as integrated wire materials impose thermal as well
as processing restrictions to the MEMS device.

Integrating bulk wire materials can be realized in two different approaches.
Firstly, by conventional wire bonding technology, i.e. establishing thermo-sonic
bonds. This method has been utilized for the fabrication of high aspect ratio
through silicon vias, which is presented and discussed in chapter 4. Furthermore a
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Figure 1.9: Illustration of the two stage integration process of non-bondable bulk wires.
(a) Schematic overview of the functional structures for wire integration on wafer-level
using attachment structures A & B. Chip-level containing devices are indicated. (b)
Cross-sectional view of different stages during the wire integration on wafer-level. (c)
Second stage of the wire integration on chip-level by local fixation of the integrated wire
using Au stud bumps.

stress-minimized packaging approach and the formation of out-of-plane electrodes
has been realized and will be discussed in chapters 5 and 6. This approach is realized
by establishing gold-to-gold bonds, as gold offers a relatively wide process window
and is inert to oxidation. However, the method may potentially extended to other
metallurgical systems conventionally utilized in thermo-sonic wire bonding.

Secondly, integration of non-bondable wires by utilizing the features of thermo-
sonic wire bonding technology. The wire is fixated using micro mechanical attach-
ment structures for integrating shape memory alloys and resistive heating wires and
is presented in chapters 2 and 3. Mechanical fixation permits integration of almost
all non-bondable wires that withstand mechanical drawing forces acting on the wire
while the integration is performed. Non-bondable materials are for example, metals
or metal alloys that prevent the formation of a metal-to-metal bond, due to the
inability to form a diffusion bond or exceeding the material hardness needed to al-
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Figure 1.10: Simplified representation of the integration process on a chip-level. The
cross-sectional view shows the wire capillary at different stages during the integration
process, such as after the fixation of the FAB to attachment structure A, highlighted in
blue, during the placement of the wire on the MEMS device and during the fixation of
the wire end to the attachment structure B, highlighted in red.

low a plastic deformation of the bond material. Attachment by mechanical fixation
offers application-specific advantages, for example improved attachment strength,
exceeding the bonding strength of a conventional thermo-compression bonds or
preventing detachment of the bond caused by high thermally induced mechanically
stresses as a consequence of operating conditions at high temperatures.

The integration platform, i.e. the features that a state-of-the-art wire bonder
offers and the attachment structures, enables integration of non-bondable wires on
both wafer- and chip-level. However, wire integration is limited by the utilized
the wire bonding tool, i.e. the size of the heater plate for device fixation and the
maximum travel range of the bondhead to place the wire. Integration on wafer-
level and chip-level refers to a two-stage integration process and is shown in paper 1.
The schematic illustration in figure 1.9a shows the wafer containing two attachment
structures A and B, highlighted in blue and in red to fixate non-bondable wires.
Devices are indicated in green. In a first stage the wire is integrated on wafer-
level as shown in figure 1.9b. The wire capillary, shown at varying places during
the integration process, fixates the FAB first into the attachment structure A and
second places the wire above the device array towards the attachment structure B.
The wire is fixated and truncated and the next integration cycle is initiated until
all wires are integrated on wafer-level. In the second stage the integrated wires are
fixated on the chip-level as shown in figure 1.9c. A conventional gold ball bumping
process is utilized on each chip for local wire fixation.

Another approach is the integration on chip-level only. The procedure follows
the presented the integration on wafer-level, however the attachment structures A
and B are located on the individual chip-level. Figure 1.10 illustrates the wire
integration process. Again, the FAB is first fixated to the attachment structure A,
located at the chip-level. Next the wire is placed and rendered by the trajectory
of the wire capillary. These shapes may vary, depending on the application, as
discussed in paper 2 and paper 3. The integration cycle ends by fixating the wire to
the attachment structure B and the truncation. At each chip-level the integration
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Figure 1.11: Cross-section of the tip of the wire integration capillary. Critical design
parameters for the integration process are labeled.

is repeated individually and depends on the number of wires that are needed for
the device fabrication.

1.5.8 Integration Capillary for non-Bondable Wires
For implementing the filament integration process to the automated wire bonding
tool, a custom-designed wire capillary was used. Various critical aspects have been
incorporated in the capillary design to meet the requirements of the wire integration
approach using a fully automated wire bonding tool. The attachment of the FAB
into the attachment structure A requires the formation of a FAB that exceeds the
tip diameter of the wire capillary. The lateral trench width of the attachment
structure A (here: 95 µm) and the lateral shear forces acting during the integration
process define the geometrical parameters of the capillary. Figure 1.11 depicts the
cross-section of the wire capillary tip. The wire capillary has a straight tip with
a bottle neck height of 90 µm and a bottle neck angle of 0°. A tip diameter of
85 µm and a hole opening (H) of 33 µm defines the wall thickness ( 26 µm) of the
wire capillary. Another critical aspect is the friction of the wire at the edge of the
capillary hole when the wire is guided over the substrate. The exit hole rounded
refers to the edge radius inside the chamfer of the bottle neck end, which is needed
to reduce damage to the surface of the wire.
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Chapter 2

Wafer-level Integration of Shape
Memory Alloy Wires for MEMS
Actuators

This chapter reports on the first attempt of integrating bulk wire materials using
wire bonding technology to fabricate MEMS-based micro actuators. The brief
introduction given in the beginning intends to familiarize the reader with basic
actuation principles with the focus on shape memory alloys for fabricating micro-
actuators. Next the first published work on the development of an integration
platform for non-bondable wires will be presented and discussed regarding needs
and requirements for wafer-level integration of shape memory alloy wires.

2.1 MEMS Actuators Principles

Many MEMS devices serve as transducers, or more specifically as sensors or ac-
tuators utilizing features in the micro- and or nano-scale. MEMS-based sensors
sample their surrounding environment and detect changes in physical properties,
for example temperature differences, occurring of mechanical stresses in materials
or an increase in intensity of a specific wavelength, and convert these changes in
electrical signals. Actuators invert the principle by transforming a given form of
energy, typically electrical or thermal energy, into rotational or linear kinetic en-
ergy. It is therefore convenient to categorize actuators regarding their actuation
principles as listed in table 2.1.

MEMS-based actuators ranging between several micrometer and millimeters.
Downscaling implies the ratio of surface to volume alters, friction and stiction be-
come more dominant and surface tension plays an important role. Consequently,
some actuation principles become ineffective or laborious to implement, while others
benefit from downscaling. Figure of merit of MEMS-based actuators are displace-
ment, frequency of operation, working density and resolution.
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Comb drives generate mechanical motion using electrostatic actuation. These
actuators are implemented in various application, such as micro-grippers or tun-
able RF devices and feature comparable high operation frequency and low-power
consumption, while these devices can be realized by single lithography mask fab-
rication process [71, 76, 77]. The actuation principle relys on Coulomb’s law by
applying a voltage difference between two comb fingers. One comb is mechanically
fixed and the other on is floating and connected to a spring. Accumulated charges
causing electrostatic forces, either of attractive or repellent nature. If sufficient
large electrostatic forces are generated to overcome the counteracting force of the
spring the floating part of the comb drive moves laterally.

Thermally driven MEMS actuators are realized, for example in shape of a pseudo
bimorph, taking an advantage of the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). These
devices are typically operated by resistive heating. An electrical current passes
through the actuator structures and the section of the electrical path with the
highest resistivity, i.e. the smallest cross-section undergo local heating. Thermally
induces mechanical stresses are generated and bending of the actuator structure
occurs. Thermal actuators benefit from low operation voltages and offer large
displacement. However, the operation frequency is limited by the cooling conditions
of the heated component of the actuator. Thus thermal actuators can benefit from
down scaling.

Piezoelectric crystals are very attractive group of materials for fabricating MEMS-
based transducers. Piezoelectricity occurs in these class of materials by means of
enforcing external load to the piezoelectric crystal. The relative geometrical shift
of the location of the ions bound within crystal lattice polarizes the material and
originates an external electrical field. Instead of utilizing the described direct piezo-

Table 2.1: List of MEMS actuation principles and their implementation into micro
actuators.

actuation principle application properties
electrostatic comb drive [71], parallel

plate, s-shaped, snatch
drive [72]

high frequency range,
low-power, large dis-
placement

electromagnetic low force, high fre-
quency, low displace-
ment

piezoelectric resonator, accelerome-
ter, gyroscope [73]

high frequency, large dis-
placement range [74]

thermal bimorph, pseudo bi-
morph,

shape memory alloy highest work den-
sity [75], low frequency
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(a) (b)

(c)

heatingcooling

mechanical deformation

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the simplified SMA transformation cycle. (a) A rod of SMA is
non-deformed at a low temperature. (b) External mechanical load deforms the SMA rod.
(c) Upon heating the SMA rod reverts back to its non-deformed shape. Cooling finish the
transformation cycle.

effect, the converse effect, i.e. an external applied voltage results in a strain of the
piezoelectric material, are exploited for the formation of MEMS actuators.

2.2 Shape Memory Alloys

Shape memory alloys (SMA) possess an unique property of recalling their initial
shape, the shape memory effect (SME). Figure 2.1 illustrates the conceptional be-
havior of a bar made of a SMA. The actuation mechanism of SMAs is triggered
by thermal energy, i.e. a change in temperature. Heating a plastically deformed
SMA above its transition temperature, the bar of SMA reverts to its predetermined
shape prior deformation.

The phenomena was discovered in Au−Cd crystals by Chang et al. in 1951
[78]. However, it was W. J. Buehler et al. observing the SME in Ni−Ti crys-
tals, one of the very prominent SMAs today [79]. During the last century various
SMAs were discovered and studied. So far Ni−Ti, Cu−Al−Ni,Cu−Al, Cu−Sn
and, Cu−Zn−Al-based SMAs have been utilized in many commercial applications.
In particular Ni−Ti or NiTinol is utilized in medical applications as stents and
catheters due to its excellent biocompatibility, or as damping and reinforcement
elements in civil engineering in seismic prone regions as well as in aerospace appli-
cations. The unique property of SMAs is not limited metallic alloys, SME has been
further studied on polymers, ceramics and even in biological systems [80].

SMAs are an attractive group of materials for micro-actuators, since they exhibit
the highest producible work density, exceeding other actuation principles by about
three orders of magnitude [75]. A detailed and elaborate presentation of the SME
and its applications can not be covered here and would be beyond the scope of
this work. However the interested reader is referred to appropriated literature
[81, 80, 82, 83, 84, 85]

Considering the actuation principle, SMAs belonging to the class of thermal ac-
tuators. However, materials featuring the SME undergo an internal transformation
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Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of the transformation cycle of SMAs. The in-plane
axis of the diagram showing the mechanical load strain versus one-way-effect and the
out-of-plane axis represents the temperature. Important transformation temperatures
are labeled. The one-way-effect is indicated in the bottom part of the diagram and the
pseudo-elastic behavior is outlined at the high temperature range at the upper part of the
diagram. (a) The SMA is in its initial undeformed shape [86] and the NiTi is arranged in
the low-temperature state, i.e. the twinned martensite . (b) Applying a mechanical load
results in a macroscopic deformation of the SMA [87] and the martensite detwinned. (c)
Heating above the As initiates the transformation from the detwinned martensite to the
austenite phase resulting a macroscopic change to the initial shape of the SMA.

of the crystal lattice. This minute change of the lattice constants in combination
with the rearrangement of unit cell results in a macroscopic change. SMAs rep-
resenting remarkable material characteristics, that are highly relevant for various
MEMS-based micro-actuators. The high-temperature stable parent or austenite
phase is characterized by a high crystal symmetry arrangement of space-centered
unit cell. In contrast shows the low-temperature phase , i.e. the martensite two
different lattice configurations. Firstly, in absence of any external load martensite
is prevalent in self-accommodated variant or twinned martensite phase arranged as
B19’ -type unit cell. Secondly, an applied load results in single variant or de-twinned
martensite phase, which is ordered in B19 orthorombic unit cell. The load induced
diffusion-less, lattice-invariant and solid-to-solid transformation at isothermal con-
ditions of SMAs occurs only in the martensite phase. The self-accommodated
variants are detwinned and resulting in single variants as a consequence of induced
load. Transformation between the martensite phase and austenite phase is triggered
by increasing and decreasing of thermal energy. Typically, phase transformations
in SMAs are defined by four temperatures. Austenite start (As) refers to the be-
ginning of the austensite phase generation and austenite finish (Af) defines the
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complete transformation of the SMA into the austenite phase. Cooling initiates
transformation from the high temperature phase to the twinned martensite phase,
i.e in self-accommodated variants. Therefore, at the martensite start (Ms) tem-
perature the twinned martensite is introduced, while below martensite finish (Mf)
temperature phase transformation is completed. Figure 2.2 illustrates a simplified
principle between both the austenite and the martensite phase and its macroscopic
shape deformation. SMAs are categorized by the one-way-effect, the two-way-effect
and the superelasticity.

2.2.1 One-way-effect
Considering for example an SMA wire in an arbitrary shape as highlighted in blue
in figure 2.2(a). The alloy is arranged in its preferred state, i.e. self-accommodated
variants or twinned martensite phase below the Ms temperature as indicated. Me-
chanical deformation induces stress and initially the strain-stress curve follows a
elastically deformation. Stress-oriented self-accommodated variants detwinn, as
the mechanical load is further increased. Macroscopically, the SMA experiences
large strain up to 8 % and remains after unloading in its deformed shape, similar
to conventional plastic deformation. Figure 2.2(b) illustrates the deformed SMA
wire in the de-twinned state. In contrast to a conventional plastic deformation
SMAs undergo a reversible solid-to-solid lattice transformation. Heating the SMA
above the As temperature the crystal transformation begins and the de-twinned
martensite converts to the parent or austenite phase. The material recovers its
shape prior to mechanical deformation as indicated by the red colored SMA wire in
figure 2.2(c). Cooling below the Ms initiate the generation of the martensite phase
and is finished at temperatures below Mf. The transformation from the high- to
the low-temperature phase causes high strain in the martensite, which is relieved
by lattice invariant twinning and thus no macroscopic change takes place.

2.2.2 Two-way-effect
The two-way-effect requires no external load or mechanical deformation. Instead
the shape change is induced only changes in temperature, i.e. above the temper-
ature As to initiate the austenite phase and below the martensite start tempera-
ture Ms to reverse the phase formation. To establish the two-way-effect in SMAs
a thermo-mechanical treatment is required, for example to generate precipitation
such as Ti3Ni4 that in turn facilitates growing of preferred variants. However, the
two-way-effect in SMA is not in focus for the fabrication of MEMS-based actuator.

2.2.3 Pseudoelastic Effect
The third fascinating effect of SMAs is known as pseudoelastic or superelastic effect.
Only SMAs heated above the austenite finish Af temperature demonstrate the
pseudoelasticity. As moderate external load is applied the SMA deforms elastically.
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Further loading induces a transformation of the parent austenite phase into single
variant martensite phase and similar to the one-way-effect, high strain up to 8 %
are attainable. As the applied load is decreased the the stress-induced martensite
is transforms back to the austenite phase.

2.3 SMA Wire Integration for MEMS-based Actuators

The unique material properties of SMAs have generated various applications in
the macroscopic scale [80]. However, current applications of SMAs are very limited
within realm of micro-actuators, even though down scaling of SMAs offer significant
advantages. Down scaling of thermally triggered actuators decreases the volume to
surface ratio and heat dissipation improves [88]. Consequently, operation frequency
increases, while power consumption is reduced. This makes SMAs in combination
with the highest work density to an attractive actuator material for MEMS [75].

Despite of listed advantages, there is a lack of appropriated integration ap-
proaches for fabricating SMA-based micro actuators. Several integration approaches
have been already suggested and realized, such as co-sputtering or co-evaporation
of thin NiTi films. Such an integration is not trivial and precise control of various
conditions during the deposition process is essential [89]. Deposited films exhibit
intrinsic and thermal stresses that ultimately affect actuator device lifetime causing
deformation and even fracture of the actuation film [90]. Even minor deviation of
the alloy composition results in altering of the phase change temperature, affecting
the target of operation of the actuator. In case of depositing SMAs at room tem-
perature an additional annealing of the NiTi film is needed [91]. Hybrid integration
approaches, however rely on a separate fabrication of the SMA actuator element and
the remaining MEMS device. Neither is this approach batch compatible, requiring
a laborious pick and place assembly nor enables hybrid manufacturing cost-efficient
large-scale fabrication. Obviously, there is a clear need for an integration concept
that allows to overcome the current obstacles of complicated handling and complex
manufacturing concepts.

Heterogeneous integration allows for fabrication solutions, that alleviates the
limitations of current approaches, simultaneously. Previous works on manufactur-
ing SMA-based micro-actuators have utilized commercially available pre-manufactured
SMA sheets [92, 93, 29]. Thereby, integration is accomplished by adhesive and
eutectic bonding. Both approaches are not ideal and suffer from process incompat-
ibilities and severe stress generation. The first reported work on wire integration is
realized by a dedicated frame for aligning and tensioning the SMA wires [94]. The
final attachment of the SMA wires is established by either using an nickel electro
plating process or embedding in SU-8 and subsequent hard curing [94, 95].

Instead of cumbersome alignment procedures of the frame to the wafer, the inte-
gration of bulk wire materials using wire bonding technology introduced in section
1.5.7 offers a promising solution for the integration of SMA. Conventional micro
welding of NiTi is not feasible. The extreme material hardness inhibit plastically
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Figure 2.3: Overview of the SMA wire integration on wafer-level including the location
of the attachment structures. Details on the attachment structures are shown in (b) and
(c). (b) The FAB is mechanically fixated to the attachment structure A. (c) The end
of the SMA wire is fixated by two pairs of out-of-plane cantilevers. Next to the second
pair of cantilevers the wire is truncated on the bottom of the attachment structure B, as
indicated by the wire capillary.

deformation and formation of a bond. Thus micro attachment structure are utilized
and the serial process of wire bonding technology provides a precise and selective
wire fixation, i.e. bulk material is integrated at dedicated positions on wafer-level.
Figure 2.3 shows the integration procedure. Similar to conventional wire bonding a
FAB is formed and the wire capillary is lowered into the attachment structure A, as
shown in figure 2.3b. The FAB is fixated and the wire capillary moves towards the
attachment structures B and places the SMA wire over the wafer. In a final step the
SMA wire is clamped between the pair of out-of-plane cantilevers and truncated
using high bond forces and strong ultrasonic energy, as indicated in figure 2.3c.
This process is repeated until all wires are placed and fixated on a wafer-level.

The integration on chip-level follows the describe procedure in section 1.5.7.
At the attachment locations on chip-level the integrated SMA wires are placed
in trenches. The fixation is realized by pressing gold ball into the trenches and
establish a local fixation.

2.4 Results of the SMA Wire Integration on Wafer-level

Figure 2.4 depicts both attachment structures after the integration procedure of
the SMA wire. The fixation of the beginning of the SMA wire is shown in figure
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Figure 2.4: SEM images of the fabricated attachment structures after the SMA wire
is integrated. (a) Overview and close-up of attachment structure A with an successful
integrated SMA wire. The fixation is realized by fixating the FAB in a vertical trench
with a recess. (b) Depicts one pair of facing cantilevers and an clamp SMA wire in between.
The close-up shows the SMA wire located within the recess that us located at the upper
end of the cantilever.

Figure 2.5: SEM image of a the fixation of the SMA wire on chip-level using ball bumps.
The SMA wire is placed in a tapered trench and the gold ball is placed on top.

2.4a and the close-up displays the FAB locked in the recess below the opening of
the vertical trench. Attachment structure B, depicted in figure 2.4(b) confirms the
successful fixation of the SMA wire between the two vertical cantilevers. Minor
damage at the top of the silicon cantilevers is visible, resulting from high bond
forces during the attachment process.

Initial results of the wire integration on chip-level are presented in figure 2.5. A
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Figure 2.6: Image of the demonstrator, consisting of a 75 mm long and 300 µm thick
silicon bar with two integrated SMA wires. (a) Schematic illustration of the working
principle. In cold state the SMA wires strained. Heating above the transition temperature
the SMA transforms from de-twinned martensite to the autenite phase. The SMA wires
contract and the demonstrator bends. (b) to (d) With rising temperatures from 70 ◦C (b)
to 110 ◦C (d) the bending increases.

conventional ball bumping process is utilized. A gold ball is pressed on the SMA
wire and thereby is the SMA wire mechanically fixated. However, conducted exper-
iments on the attachment quality have indicated insufficient mechanical stability of
the chip-level fixation using stud bumps.

2.5 Discussion and Outlook

The proposed integration of non-bondable wires using a wire bonding tool has been
shown. The SMA wire is successfully integrated by utilizing mechanical attachment
structures on wafer-level. Fixation on chip-level using a conventional ball bumping
process, however, showed insufficient attachment strength.

A demonstrator, consisting of a silicon bar with two 75 mm pre-strained and
integrated SMA wires at different temperatures is depict in figure 2.6. The trans-
formation of the SMA wire from the detwinned martensite phase to the high tem-
perature austenite phase, i.e. As, starts at a temperature of 70 ◦C. Consequently
the SMA wire contracts and the silicon bar bends as shown in figure 2.6b-d. The
higher the temperature the more significant is the bending of the silicon bar. The
red line indicated the initial state, i.e. the low temperature, twinned martensite
state.

These results emphasis the potential of proposed wire integration for MEMS
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manufacturing. Integration issues, such as thermally induced mechanical stresses
are intrinsically excluded as wire integration preformed at room temperature due to
pure mechanical attachment of the wire. Cumbersome and complicated patterning,
etching and structuring are per se excluded.

This proof-of-concept has been performed using a semi-automated wire bonding
tool. Consequently, this work can be only considered as promising indications to-
wards the wire integration using fully-automated wire bonding tool. Combining the
advantages of the state-of-the-art wire bonding tools, i.e. fully-automated place-
ment, high accuracy and high throughput, and the mechanical fixation on wafer-
and chip-level generates an integration platform for virtually all wires, fulfilling the
specification imposed by the integration platform.



Chapter 3

Filament-based Infrared Emitters
for Non-dispersive Infrared Gas
Sensors

This chapter briefly introduces the most prominent gas sensing principles, with
a focus on non-dispersive infrared gas sensing. A novel fabrication approach for
filament-based infrared emitters is presented targeting non-dispersive gas sensing
systems is proposed. Manufacturing of the IR emitters is based in the integration
platform for non-bondable wire materials, that has been implemented to an auto-
mated and state-of-the-art wire bonder. Two IR emitter designs, based on a single
filament and on multiple parallel arranged filaments are presented. The quality of
the integrated filaments is discussed and performance of the fabricated IR emitters
with respect to non-dispersive infrared gas sensing is evaluated.

3.1 Gas Sensing Principles

Gas sensing encompasses qualitative and quantitative detection of volatile sub-
stances or chemical reaction products. Many industrialized sectors rely on a con-
tinuous detection and monitoring chain of process-relevant gases including appli-
cations with very demanding atmospheric and environmental sensing conditions.
Prominent industry branches include, for example, heavy and chemical industries
that require high- and low-temperature gas stack monitoring and the detection of
volatile pollutants released by combustion processes, the automotive industry for
monitoring and optimizing combustion processes of engines driven by traditional
fossil fuels, to effectively reduce emissions of carbon dioxide and monoxide, hy-
drocarbons and nitrogen oxides, the health care sector for respiratory monitoring
applications and clinical treatments, the mining industry for detection of explosive
gases and increasingly important the detection and monitoring of global warming
related greenhouse gases in the atmosphere to indisputable prove that the global
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warming caused by mankind exists and ultimately convince even the last remaining
obstinate skeptics in our society and begin to act accordingly.

Such a tremendously wide and diverse application spectrum cannot be simply
covered by one single sensing principle and, consequently, various approaches exists.
A convenient way of classifying the most relevant gas sensing techniques is based
on the underlying detection principle. Calorimetric-based gas sensors, also known
as pellistors, are either utilized to detect combustible gases by burning the gas of
interest using catalytic active materials or by measuring the thermal conductivity
in the case of a non-flammable gas. In the first case, the heat generated by the com-
bustion causes a change in resistance of the sensing element and thus, is a measure
of the gas concentration. In the second case, dissipated thermal energy of a heated
element is related to the specific heat conduction of gas and correlates with the gas
concentration [96]. Typically, pellistors are simple to use, exhibit good stability
and reliability, and enable detection of gas concentrations up to 100 %, but suffer
from insufficient selectivity and low detection limits in the low part per thousand
(ppth) concentration range [97]. Electrochemical gas sensors typically consist of a
two- or three-electrode configuration connected by an electrolyte that permits ionic
flow between the electrodes, which for scaling and handling reasons, is preferably
a solid metal-oxide or polymer [98]. Electrochemical reactions, i.e. reduction and
oxidation are physically separated and categorized by the sensing method. Poten-
tiometric sensing relates the potential difference to the gas concentration, whereas
amperometric monitors the current flow as the measure of the gas concentration
[99]. This method has been utilized in amperometric gas sensors utilizing bonded
out-of-plane electrodes, to detect nitric oxide and is in detail presented in chapter
6. On the contrary, metal-oxide semiconductor based gas sensors exploit a change
in resistance by exposing the sensor to gaseous species. At temperatures between
500 ◦C to 700 ◦C the gaseous species are chemisorbed at the surface of the metal-
oxide grain boundaries [100]. An ionic bond is established and the charge density of
the grains is altered, which in turn changes the overall resistance. The characteris-
tics of metal-oxide semiconductor gas sensors are not only affected by the sintered
semiconductor materials, but the size of the grains and the operational temperature
is of significant importance. Consequently, these gas sensors are limited by their
selectivity and sensitivity and require stringent operational conditions [97].

3.2 Non-Dispersive Infrared Gas Sensing

Non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) gas sensors allow for highly accurate and real-time
measurements. Todays state-of-the-art NDIR sensors are robust, highly reliable and
virtually provide maintenance-free technology, while cross-sensitivity and zero-drift
is minimized [97]. Simultaneously, the relative simple sensor setup permits detec-
tion limits in the sub-ppm level [101]. The optical sensing principle enables the
detection of various gases, such as carbon monoxide and dioxide, methane, ethanol
and ethylene. NDIR gas sensing is well established in many industry sectors, for
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example the processing industry to monitor chemical processes, in heating, venti-
lation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems to improve air quality while reducing
energy consumption, in the health care sector and for environmental monitoring of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere [102, 101, 103, 104, 105].

3.2.1 Principe of Non-dispersive Infrared Spectroscopy
Gas sensing based on infrared spectroscopy refers to an optical gas detection method
that makes use of wavelength-specific absorption of electromagnetic radiation in the
infrared region. Various gases are characterized by their molecule specific absorp-
tion spectra, enabling qualitative and quantitative detection. Molecules can be
considered as oscillators and the stiffness of the bond between the atoms obeys
Hook’s law. Absorption of specific wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation in the
infrared region induces oscillations, i.e. the molecule exhibits vibrational modes.
The maximum theoretical number of vibrational modes correlates to the number of
atoms N in the molecule and is given by 3N−6, but the effective vibrational modes
that are exploitable for gas sensing are limited to a few. A diatomic molecule, for
example, can be approximated as an anharmonic oscillator, whereas the potential
energy is described by the Mores potential. Allowed quantized energy states are
solutions of the vibrational Schrödinger equation, i.e. the eigenvalues for a diatomic
molecule [106]. The transition between these quantized vibrational energy states
is equivalent to the energy of the absorbed photons. However, infrared absorption
is only enforced if the dipole of the molecule oscillates with the frequency of the
electromagnetic radiation [107]. Consequently, non-polar molecules, such as carbon
dioxide, exhibit infrared activity exclusively for non-symmetrical vibrational modes
that cause a change of the molecules dipole.

Figure 3.1 illustrates absorption spectra of selected infrared active gases. The
absorption is plotted versus the infrared wavelength ranging between 1 µm to 10 µm.
Considering carbon dioxide, highlighted in red, for instance, exhibits several char-
acteristic absorption branches at about 2.68 µm and at 4.26 µm, respectively. The
first one, however, is overlapping with the absorption branch of water. Conse-
quently, NDIR gas sensing requires first an appropriate choice of occurring absorp-
tion branches to prevent cross-sensitivity to other gases, that are showing absorp-
tion of the infrared radiation within the same wavelength window. Second, the
strength of infrared absorption at a given wavelength is of crucial importance as it
determines the sensitivity of the NDIR gas sensor.

3.2.2 Non-dispersive Infrared Gas Sensor
A conventional NDIR gas sensor consists of a relatively simple setup, requiring very
few components, including an appropriate IR source, an optical path and a detec-
tor. Figure 3.2 depicts a simplified schematic illustration of a typical NDIR gas
sensor setup. The IR source emits electromagnetic radiation within the infrared
wavelength region into the multi-path absorption cell, also known as the White Cell.
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Figure 3.1: Plot of absorption spectra of water, ammonia, carbon monoxide and carbon
dioxide against the wavelength. The calculated spectra are based on a concentration of
1 ppm and an absorption path length of 1 m [108].

Electromagnetic radiation travels through the White cell and is reflected multiple
times back and fourth by the split and spherical mirrors, thereby increasing the
length of travel path. The gas molecules within the White Cell absorbing electro-
magnetic radiation of a specific wavelength corresponding to the energy difference
of its vibrational modes. A wavelength selective window permits only transmission
of a narrow electromagnetic band to the IR detector, which matches to the absorp-
tion band of the gas of interest. The intensity of the electromagnetic radiation, i.e.
the spectral radiant emittance, that reaches the detector is related to the initial
intensity emitted from the IR source. The transmittance, i.e. the ratio of the mea-
sured intensity I by the detector and the initial intensity I0 obeys the Lambert-Beer
law

T = I

I0
= 10αcx. (3.1)

The length of the travel path is specified by x and c gives the concentration of the
specific gas. The molar absorptivity α is gas specific and determines how strong the
infrared radiation is absorbed. As the concentration of the gas is the determining
factor, equation 3.1 can be rewritten as

A = log10
I0

I
= α c x, (3.2)

giving a linear correlation between the absorbance A and the gas concentration
c, where as the length x and the absorptivity is typically constant for the gas of
interest in NDIR gas sensors [107].
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Figure 3.2: Schematic illustration of a basic NDIR sensor setup using a White cell.
Electromagnetic radiation in the infrared wavelength region is emitted into the White
cell. The effective length of the travel path is defined by the length of the White cell and
the times of reflection at the split and spherical mirrors at both ends of the White cell. Gas
molecules diffuse into the White cell and absorb partially wavelength-specific electromag-
netic radiation, matching the energy difference of vibrational modes of the gas molecules.
A wavelength selective windows permits only transmission of a narrow wavelength band,
covering the absorbed wavelength, and is related to the gas concentration.

3.2.3 Detection of elevated Breath Alcohol Levels

An emerging but highly important market is the detection of elevated breath alcohol
concentration (BrAC) levels of vehicle drivers in the public road transport. Several
studies commissioned by governmental organizations, such as the European Trans-
port Safety Council, have investigated how alcohol impaired driving affects traffic
safety and its impact on alcohol-related fatalities. Reports have shown that ap-
proximately 25 % of road traffic fatalities are caused by alcohol intoxicated driving
and among those, two third are offenders that have a blood alcohol concentration
of at least 1.2 g L−1 [109]. Consequently, counter measures in the form of enforce-
ment of frequent and systematic random breath testing are suggested [110]. Field
screening tests, implemented as elevated BrAC detection devices in automotive ve-
hicles require a reliable and easy to use technology. Currently available breath
alcohol analysers, which are based on electrochemical sensors, suffer from a need
of frequent maintenance and calibration, while also necessitating laborious sample
collection. NDIR sensor systems, on the other hand, enable precise monitoring of
elevated breath alcohol concentration levels and simultaneously offer appropriate
integration of small-sized and contact-free alcohol breath analyzers [111, 112].
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3.3 Infrared Emitters for NDIR Gas Sensors

Within the NDIR sensor the IR source is a very crucial component. Traditionally
utilized incandescent light bulbs operate as joule heated broadband sources, emit-
ting radiation in the visible and IR electromagnetic wavelength spectrum. Light
bulbs are cost-efficient solutions and offer an adequate broad band emission spec-
trum suitable, for example, for the detection of carbon dioxide. However, the
glass envelope of light bulbs, housing the double-coiled tungsten filament prevent-
ing oxidation and mechanical damage, inhibits transmission of mid and far infrared
radiation for wavelengths above 4.5 µm. Furthermore, the assembly of the system
requires partial cumbersome handling that negatively affects the alignment preci-
sion of the filament. Consequently, the usage of the light bulbs in high performance
NDIR sensors is limited by the alignment accuracy of the filament and gas sensing
of molecules beyond the transparency of the glass envelope is excluded.

Exploring NDIR detection for gases that exhibit vibrational modes with energies
equal to the mid- and far-infrared electromagnetic spectrum requires alternative IR
sources, such as laser sources or MEMS-based IR emitters. Today’s, laser sources
that are suitable for the targeted IR wavelength spectrum suffer from low output
power, lack of continuous wavelength stability and potentially require additional
cooling equipment that prohibits miniaturization and implementation in small-sized
NDIR sensors [97]. Potential laser-based alternatives such as quantum-cascade
lasers are currently too expensive and can not considered as suitable replacements
in miniaturized state-of-the-art NDIR sensors.

Other manufacturing approaches based on micromachining for fabricating MEMS-
based IR sources are of increasing interest. These devices employ thin film struc-
tures to form micro-hotplates and micro-bridges or other membrane type structures
[113, 114, 115]. Typically, deposited thin films or parts of the bulk device are litho-
graphically structured to form a joule-heated resistor that emits a broad wavelength
spectrum, similar to gray body radiator. Joule heated IR emitters require very high
operating temperatures to emit an appropriate high emission intensity, especially
for NDIR gas sensing applications in the far infrared spectrum. These demanding
operation conditions greatly affect emitting and supporting structures. The dif-
ferent coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of the materials involved, generates
large thermally-induced mechanical stresses limiting the reliability of such devices.
These MEMS-based IR emitters frequently utilize materials like platinum as the
emitting structure, as it can withstand high temperatures [114, 116]. However, plat-
inum exhibits a relatively low emissivity in the targeted infrared region, decreasing
the efficiency of the IR source and in turn the entire NDIR sensor performance
dramatically. Potential alternative emitting materials, such as antimony doped tin
oxide (SnO2 : Sb) show promising performance for high temperature operating con-
ditions but also suffer from low emissivity [117]. In [118, 119] a surface modification
of silicon is presented by either etching macro pores into the silicon bulk or by the
formation of black silicon to maximize the emissivity. Several reported fabrication
approaches make use of materials like silicon carbide (SiC) [120, 121], tantalum
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of two filament-based IR emitters. (a) The meander-shaped
emitting area is realized by placing a single filament around two rows of guiding posts. (b)
Multiple parallel integrated filaments forming an emitting area. The mechanical fixation
of the filaments requires several rows of attachment structures.

silicide (Ta5Si3) [122] or boron doped poly-silicon (poly−Si : B) [123, 124]. These
materials allow for increased operation temperatures but simultaneously increase
fabrication complexity or costs. Furthermore, manufacturing approaches frequently
utilize silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrates, enabling relatively simple device fab-
rication [125, 117, 126]. However, such substrates are comparably expensive and
thus not an adequate solution to replace the cost-efficient incandescent light bulb
for NDIR gas applications.

3.4 Filament-based IR emitter

In this section, the fabrication approach of filament-based infrared emitters is pre-
sented and discussed. A key enabler for these devices is the integration platform for
non-bondable wire materials based on wire bonding technology, introduced in chap-
ter 1.5. To verify the viability of integrating non-bondable wire materials, the inte-
gration platform has been refined for enabling implementation on a state-of-the-art
fully-automated wire bonding tool (ESEC 3100, BESI, Switzerland). Fabrication of
filament-based IR emitters imposes stringent requirements on filament placement
and attachment. Thereby fundamental features like high placement accuracy of
the wire bonding tool are of crucial importance to ensure a reliable and consis-
tent filament attachment and shaping of the filament. The high throughput of wire
bonding tools is another important aspect offering the filament integration platform
an advantage against other established manufacturing approaches for IR emitters.
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The integration platform enables a simple manufacturing approach of suspended
geometries without laborious lithographic structuring and etching of the emitting
structures. Previously time consuming metal deposition processes are eliminated
by integrating directly bulk wire materials, i.e. high performance resistive heat-
ing alloys with very high operation temperatures and optimized aging properties.
In doing so, conventional reliability concerns caused by thin film delamination are
excluded. In these studies two infrared emitter designs have been realized. The
emitter illustrated in figure 3.3a utilizes a single filament that is integrated to form
a large emitting area. Therefore the filament is wound around two rows of out-of-
plane posts as highlighted in the close-up. The second type of IR emitter, shown
in figure 3.3b, is realized by deploying multiple parallel integrated filaments. This
requires two rows of the attachment structures A for fixating FAB the beginning
of the filaments and a single row of attachment structures B. More details of the
fabricated emitters can be found in paper 2 and paper 3 [127, 128].

3.4.1 Description of the IR emitter fabrication
The fabrication process is twofold. Firstly, the substrate is fabricated using con-
ventional MEMS fabrication techniques. In a second process, the filaments are
integrated using wire bonding technology. Filament integration is performed on
chip-level, as introduced in section 1.5.7, and is followed by electrical contact for-
mation of the individual filaments.

Substrates of meander-shaped IR emitters are fabricated on a 300 µm thick
double side polished silicon wafer. The fabrication steps are shown in figure 3.4.
Etching masks are formed on the front and back side by thermal oxidation followed
by lithographic patterning and etching of the silicon dioxide on both sides of the
wafer. An anisotropic deep reactive ion etch (DRIE) of silicon on the back side of the
wafer opens access trenches for the wire capillary of both attachment structures and
the buried recess for placing the FAB at the beginning of the filament. The second
dry silicon etch on the front side consists of a multiple step etch sequence. Firstly,
an anisotropic etch sequence opens the buried recess of the attachment structure
A, finalizes the vertical trenches of the attachment structure B and generates the
top the guiding posts. Secondly, an isotropic etch establishes a recess around the
guiding posts. Thirdly, an anisotropic etch forms the final length of the guiding
posts. Next, the hard mask is removed and thermal reoxidation is performed to
electrically insulate the mechanical attachment structures and the guiding posts.
Formation of the metal contacts are performed by metal deposition of titanium and
gold and final patterning using a wet etch process.

After the substrate fabrication, integrating of the filaments follows. The inte-
gration procedure consists of three sequences, first the attachment of the FAB in
the beginning of the filament. Second placement of the filament and finally fixation
of the end of the filament and truncation. The filament is made of Kanthal, an alloy
composed of FeCrAl, which offers very high operation temperatures up to 1300 ◦C,
while exhibiting a relatively low CTE. The integration procedure is adapted to
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Figure 3.4: Overview of the meander IR emitter substrate fabrication. (a) Lithograph-
ically structuring of silicon dioxide layer and dry etching to form the etching hard mask
on the back side. (b) Hard mask formation on the front side by dry etching of patterned
silicon dioxide layer. (c) Anisotropic silicon dry etch on the back side to form the buried
recess and the access areas of the attachments structures. (d) Anisotropic silicon dry
etch to finalize both attachment structures and to form the top of the guiding posts. (e)
Isotropic dry etching generates the recess at the guiding posts. (f) Final anisotropic silicon
dry etch to finalize the guiding posts. (g) Stripping of the hard mask in hydrogen florid
and thermal re-oxidation for electrical insulation of the functional structures. (h) Depo-
sition of 10 nm of titanium and 200 nm of gold is followed by lithographically patterning.
Wet etching process forms the metal contact pads.

follow the fundamental steps of a conventional ball stitch wire bonding cycle. No
modification is required, except that an application-specific trajectory is generated.
Figure 3.5 illustrates the filament integration. The origin of the trajectory is indi-
cated by the red spot. The trajectory to attach the FAB is partially hidden within
the attachment structure A, and thus highlighted in dotted-red. The generated
FAB with a diameter of 110 µm exceeds the outer diameter of the wire capillary of
85 µm, which has been specifically designed for the wire integration process and has
been introduced in section 1.5.8. The wire capillary moves above the access zone
located next to the attachment structure A, that is utilized instead of a bond pad
required in conventional ball stitch wire bonding cycle. A “simulated ball bond”
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Figure 3.5: Schematic illustration of the filament integration process. The meander
substrate is depict in the center and the integration trajectory to place and attach the
filament is highlighted in red. (a) After the FAB formation the wire capillary is centered
above the access area of the attachment structure A and the “ball bond” is performed to
initiate the integration trajectory. The FAB is placed in the buried recess. (b) The
wire capillary moves to the guiding post and winds the filament around. Sequential
alternating of this part of the trajectory forms the meander-shaped emitting zone. (c)
Above the attachment structure B the trajectory ends and a conventional stitch bond
presses the filament into the vertical trench. By shifting the stitch position away from the
vertical trench into the recess the filament is truncated. (d) Electrical contact formation is
established by pressing a gold stud bump on to the filament and the metal bond pad. An
intermetallic bond is formed and the filament is enclosed in the stud bump, simultaneously.

is performed with a bond force of only 75 mN. This step is only utilized as touch-
down without establishing a bond and initiates the application-specific trajectory.
Thus the wire capillary guides the FAB into the buried trench of the attachment
structure A, by executing the vertical, horizontal and again vertical part of the
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trajectory for fixation. Next, a curved out-of-plane trajectory is employed to guide
the wire capillary to the post. A circular trajectory places the filament around the
guiding post. This is a critical step of the filament placement as the filament re-
quires a continuous strain to ensure that the filament is placed into the recess of the
post and does not make contact to the substrate. Sequential alternating of the last
sequences renders the entire meander-shaped trajectory towards attachment struc-
ture B. Above the attachment structure the trajectory ends and a final stitch bond
stretches and presses the filament into the vertical trench of attachment structure
B. High bond forces in combination with ultrasonic energy truncates the filament.

The electrical contact formation is realized by using a conventional stud bump-
ing process as shown in figure 3.5d. Therefore the metal pads next to attachment
structure A and on top of attachment structure B are utilized. A gold FAB is gen-
erated and the wire bond capillary is centered above the metal pad and the placed
filament. A ball bond is initiated using high bond forces and ultrasonic energy to
enclose the filament within the ball bond and establish a intermetallic ball bond to
the metal pad.

The fabrication of the second emitter design, illustrated in figure 3.3b, is based
on the same fabrication process with a simplified second front side etch. Instead
of performing a dry etch sequence, i.e. anisotropic, isotropic and again anisotropic,
only an anisotropic DRIE of silicon at the front side of the substrate is required. In
doing so, the attachment structures and the cavity underneath the emitting area
are finalized. The filament attachment follows the filament integration strategy
presented above. However, instead of winding the filament around posts, the wire
capillary moves straight to the opposed row of the attachment structures B and
thereby places the filament above the cavity. The procedure is repeated until all
filaments are integrated. In a final process the filaments are electrically connected
by using the discussed stud bumping process for locally embedding the filaments
and establishing electrical connections.

3.4.2 Fabricated IR emitter devices

Fabrication results of the meander-shaped IR emitter are shown in figure 3.6. The
FAB is fixated in the buried trench of attachment structure A and filament is placed
in the recesses of the rows of guiding posts to form the large emitting area. The
end of the filament is pressed into the attachment structure B. Electrical contacts
are established by the described stud bumping process.

The second fabricated IR emitter is shown in figure 3.7a. The emitting zone
is formed by utilizing 32 parallel integrated filaments on top of the cavity, which
includes an gold coated reflector. Several types have been realized with filament
pitches varying between 100 µm to 62.5 µm.
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of the fabrication results. (a) The meander-shaped IR emitter
device is shown in the center of the figure. (b)-(d) Details of the FAB attachment, the
winded filament around the guiding post and the fixation of the filament to the attachment
structure B are shown in the close-ups. (e) The stud bump that is bonded to the metal
contact pad embeds the filament and establish the electrical contact.
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Figure 3.7: (a) Fabrication results of the second IR emitter design. The emitting area is
formed by 32 parallel integrated filament are suspended on top of a cavity with a reflector
underneath. (b) Close-up of the multiple fixated FABs. (c) The SEM image shows in the
attach filament ends.
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3.4.3 Verification of the filament integration quality

Reliability and repeatability of the wire integration platform are of crucial impor-
tance for the device application. Consequently, essential quality criteria, such as
the placement precision and the attachment strength of integrated filaments in the
second emitter type have been studied. First the placement accuracy is investi-
gated by measuring the out-of-plane height of 22 integrated filaments over a length
of 2 mm using white light interferometry. The results are presented in figure 3.8.
The average out-of-plane filament position is highlighted in green, while the maxi-
mum and minimum out-of-plane position are highlighted red and blue, respectively.
The standard deviation of the filament position is plotted in pink. The reference
plane is equal to the diameter of the filament, and thus the minimum height of
the filament position is the diameter of 25 µm of the integrated filaments. The fila-
ment placement shows several maxima and minima at the beginning and at the end
of the emitting area. The averaged filament placement accuracy shows consistent
placement height between 27 µm to 30 µm, while the standard deviation is between
1 µm to 2 µm over the entire emitting zone. These measurements confirm a stable
and reliable filament integration procedure.

The attachment strength of the fixated filament is characterized by using con-
ventional pull tests, which refers to a standard method for evaluating the bond
quality of wire bond. Destructive bond pull tests result in a detached filament and
provides information on the failure mechanism. The hook of the pull tester is placed
centered underneath the integrated filament and lifted vertically upwards until the
mechanical load on the filament results in failure of the filament attachment. Pull
tests were conducted according to the MIL-STD-883 standard using two sample
substrates, each containing 20 integrated filaments with a length of 3 mm. On one
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Figure 3.8: Results of the out-of-plane filament placement. The graphs showing the
maximum, minimum and averaged filament placement accuracy averaged over 22 inte-
grated filaments. The standard deviation varies between 1 µm to 2 µm over an integration
length of 2 mm.
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Figure 3.9: Bar chart of the pull strength of 40 integrated filaments. The first bar
represents the minimum required pull strength for conventional gold wire bond with a
diameter of 25 µm. The second bar shows the pull strength of 172.04 mN with a standard
deviation of 35.01 mN for 20 integrated filaments. The third bar summarized the pull
test of 20 integrated filaments with additional placed stud bumps. A mean attachment
strength of 221.02 mN with a standard deviation of 44.09 mN is measured

sample substrate, the fixated filaments are contacted with stud bumps to investi-
gate whether stud bumps improves the attachment quality between the filaments
and the substrate. The pull test results are shown in figure 3.9. Pull tests of the
integrated filaments without stud bumps showed a mean pull strength of 172.04 mN
with a standard deviation of 35.01 mN. The mean pull strength of the integrated
filaments with stud bumps amounts to 221.02 mN with a standard deviation of
44.09 mN. The MIL-STD-883, Method 2011.9 to evaluate the bond strength of
bond wires, defines the minimum bond strength of a pre-sealed bond wire with a
diameter of 25.4 µm to 24.52 mN for aluminum bond wires and to 29.42 mN for gold
wires, respectively. The additional attachment of the filaments using stud bumps
improves filament fixation and results in pull forces up to 9 times higher than the
minimum required pull force for aluminum bond wires. All filaments consistently
withstand pull forces near and above 100 mN, indicating a strong mechanical at-
tachment of the filaments to the substrate.
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Figure 3.10: Chart of the maximum, mean and minimum temperature plot versus the
input power in watt.

3.4.4 Thermal characterization
The fabricated IR emitters are based on a joule heated filament and thus, its spectral
radiant emittance distribution matches that emitted by an ideal black body, as
described by Planck’s radiation law

Wλ(λ) = 2πhc2

λ5
1

e
hc
λkbT − 1

, (3.3)

where Wλ is the spectral radiant emittance, λ the wavelength, h Planck’s con-
stant, c velocity of light, k Boltzmann’s constant and T the absolute tempera-
ture [129]. Integrating Planck’s law over the entire wavelength spectrum gives the
Stefan-Boltzmann law and describes the radiant emittance

W = 2π5k4

15c2h3 = δT 4. (3.4)

It is apparent that the radiant emittance is proportional the absolute temperature
to the power of four. This implies that the higher the operational temperature of
a joule heated emitter is, the higher is its applicable spectral radiant emittance for
gas sensing.

It is therefore essential to study the thermal properties of the joule heated
emitter and evaluate its temperature distribution over the IR emitter device with
respect to the electrical input power. The emitter was powered with input currents
varying between 50 mA to 160 mA. The results for the meander-shaped emitter are
shown in figure 3.10. The minimum, mean and maximum temperatures are plotted
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against input power given. At an input current of 160 mA a maximum filament
temperature of 813 ◦C is measured.

Thermal mapping allows visualization of the temperature distribution over the
emitter and enables a detailed view on the impact of the heat conductance from the
filament towards the guiding post. The temperature distribution over the entire
meander-shaped IR emitter is illustrated in figure 3.11a, whereas the close-up in
figure 3.11b illustrates details of one of the guiding posts. The highest temperatures
are measured in the center of the filament and a significant drop occurs where the
filament has physical contact to the guiding post. The line scan plotted in figure
3.11c visualizes the temperature drop from the suspended filament to substrate. At
the contact of the filament and the guiding posts the thermal energy is conducted
via heat conductance away from the filament to the guiding post and the substrate,
since SCS displays very good heat conductance.
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Figure 3.11: Illustration of the temperature distribution over the meander IR emitter
device. The emitter is powered with an input current of 150 mA, which corresponds to
0.8 W power. (a) The temperature is plotted in the out-of-plane axis and varies between
120 ◦C to 680 ◦C. (b) Detailed plot of the temperature distribution of the winded filament
around one of the guiding posts. The temperature of the filament remains significantly
lower at contact interface between the filament and the guiding post. (c) Temperature line
plot from the substrate to suspended filament as indicated in the detailed temperature
plot in (b).

3.4.5 Spectral characterization
The emission spectrum of the fabricated meander-shaped IR emitter is important
for NDIR gas sensing applications, as the joule heated filament emits a broadband
spectrum, which depends on its operation temperature. The emission spectrum
is studied using Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. The emitter is
powered with constant currents varying between 170 mA to 200 mA. In addition,
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Figure 3.12: The plot shows multiple emission spectra of the meander-shaped IR emit-
ter, using pulsed current of 150 mA (SS) and constant currents of 170 mA, 190 mA and
200 mA. A calculated black body spectrum at a temperature of 673 K (BB) is plotted for
comparison.

a step scan (SS) measurement is conducted using a rectangular input signal with
4 Hz and 150 mA to avoid substrate heating and allow studying of the infrared
spectrum at wavelength range of about 9.5 µm that is relevant for NDIR ethanol
gas sensing. The emission spectra ranging from 1 µm to 15 µm are shown in figure
3.12. A calculated black body emission spectrum (BB) at 673 K is plotted with
a dashed black line allowing relative comparison of the measured spectra. The
emission spectrum using the step scan mode, i.e. powered with 150 mA is in agree-
ment with the theoretical black body spectrum, except a dip at 2.7 µm caused by
carbon dioxide absorption. The emission spectra using constant driving currents
of 170 mA, 190 mA and 200 mA proving that IR emitter enable significant higher
emission intensities but deviating from a typical black body emission spectrum to-
wards longer wavelength beyond 6 µm. This is caused by the heated substrate as a
result from the constant driving currents.

3.4.6 NDIR gas sensing of Ethanol
Verification of the suitability of fabricated meander-shaped IR emitter is performed
by implementing the emitter into a state-of-the-art NDIR gas sensor that is tar-
geting automotive applications, such as the detection of elevated breath alcohol
level. The sensor consists of the fundamental components presented in section
3.2.2. The meander-shaped IR emitter emits electromagnetic infrared radiation
into the multipass absorption cell, where the IR beam is reflected 16 times, result-
ing in an effective path length of 96 cm. At the output of the of the multipass
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(a) Plot of the NDIR gas sensor signal for sober
proband. A drop of the carbon dioxide signal oc-
curs when the proband blows towards the NDIR
sensor, while the signal of the ethanol detector
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Figure 3.13: Plot of the detector signal by exhaling towards the NDIR gas sensor of a
sober proband 3.13a and of an alcohol intoxicated proband 3.13b.

absorption cell the light is collected using reflective optics, focusing the radiation
onto a MEMS-based thermopile IR detector with an optical bandpass filter. The
results are depicted in figure 3.13. In case of a sober proband, shown in subfigure
3.13a the sensor signal of the ethanol detector remains virtually constant, while the
carbon dioxide detector signal decreases, significantly. A decrease of both detector
signals occurs, as a drunk proband exhales towards the NDIR sensor. This exper-
iments proves that the intensity of the emitted IR radiation at 9.5 µm is sufficient
for ethanol gas detection in NDIR sensors. The NDIR sensor shows a theoretical
resolution of 0.006 mg/L/

√
Hz.

3.5 Discussion and Outlook

The overall focus of this work has been on implementing the proof-of-concept pre-
sented in chapter 2, to a state-of-the-art wire bonding tool and verifying the viability
of the integration platform for non-bondable materials. The wire bonding tool is
the key enabler for this fabrication approach, as it allows high speed integration of
materials with a bond precision and is simultaneously very flexible. The generic
concept of fixating wires using wire bonding technology to mechanical attachment
structures allows integration of a variety of resistive heating wires. Furthermore,
the mechanical attachment of the integrated wires is relatively robust, while a very
high placement accuracy has been achieved.

However,important challenges remain for increasing the technology readiness
level (TRL) of the integration platform, which require intensive development work
and further refinement current processes. The most critical technical aspect is the
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stable and consistent formation of a tail after the wire truncation. At this stage,
the tail formation is not entirely solved. During the tail formation process the
wire fixation in the attachment structure B is not consistent shifts partially as a
new tail is formed. In demanding applications, such as the IR emitter, where the
high integration accuracy is essential, lateral shifting of the integrated filament
may cause contact between adjacent filaments and result in a malfunction of the IR
emitter. Further aspects considering the integration throughput, which is affected
by various parameters, require more intensive studies. The mechanical properties
of the application-specific wire that is supposed to be integrated, the design of
the integration capillary, the tool specific limitations, such as jerk or acceleration
limits of the individual linear axis, software related limitation and the feasibility for
generic implementation are only a few of relevant aspects, which are beyond this
work, but of significant importance for raising the integration platform to a higher
TRL.

fixated filament end
out-of-plane

heater plate post

fixated FAB
winded filament

Figure 3.14: SEM images of the integrated filament forming a coil around an out-of-plane
post. The close-up shows details of the placement precision of the winded filament.

In this work two of three filament-based IR emitter design have been successfully
fabricated. Both, the meander-shaped and the multiple parallel integrated filament
IR emitters have been presented in detail in the previous sections. Integrated
filaments with a pitch of 62.5 µm have been realized, however the contact formation
using stud bumping, is not a suitable technology for these pitches. Alternative
approaches are needed, such as plating that has for example utilized for fixating
SMA wires [95].
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A third filament-based IR emitter design, a vertical out-of-plane released coil
has not been finalized. Substrate fabrication is based on the processes, discussed in
section 3.4.2. Again, the attachment structures are utilized in the filament integra-
tion process. After the FAB is fixated in attachment structure A in the conventional
way, the filament is wound multiple times around an out-of-plane post of the heater
plate forming a single coiled filament. After this process the filament end is fix-
ated in attachment structure B. Preliminary results of the filament integration are
shown in the figure 3.14. Current attempts on releasing the filament from the
post includes releasing by thermal expansion of the filament, by heating the heater
plate or forcing a current through the integrated filament. Further experiments are
needed to establish effective releasing parameters to avoid deformation and rupture
of the filament during the release procedure.
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Chapter 4

High Aspect Ratio Through
Silicon Vias (TSVs) for 3D
packaging of MEMS

4.1 3D Packaging and the Importance of TSVs

Traditional lateral integration approaches as previously discussed hybrid and 2D
monolithic integration have peaked its technological limits in many respects, such
as lateral packaging density including functionality, performance and power con-
sumption. The monolithic approach pursue to embed more and more functionality
into systems, which increases fabrication costs, adversely affects yields and, in par-
ticular for large dies, escalates the wiring complexity [23, 1]. Fabrication of MEMS
devices, however, makes frequently use of CMOS incompatible manufacturing ap-
proaches and thus, exclude monolithic integration of CMOS and MEMS. To resolve
the emerging bottle neck alternative packaging solutions are demanded. As a con-
sequence 3D packaging approaches have evolved to address occurring limitations.
Vertical stacking of two or more dies facilitates the highest achievable compactness
confined by the foot print area of the largest die. Effective packaging solutions
by means of exploiting the third dimension promote a tremendous simplification
of the wiring system and allows to implement even more functionality and permit
the integration of various manufacturing approaches and technology nodes, such as
CMOS-based ICs, RF- and analogue circuits and non-CMOS compatible MEMS
devices.

Most of the established 3D packaging approaches involve vertical interconnec-
tions between stacked dies and therefore the through silicon via (TSV) is regarded
as the fundamental key component. TSVs enable the shortest possible electrical
interconnection from the top side of the upper die across the bulk substrate to
the top side of the lower die and thus, reducing parasitics and power consump-
tion, while improving the overall system performance. Typically, TSVs consists
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of a vertical conductive core that enables the transmission of the electrical signal.
The conductive core is enclosed in a dielectric cladding that electrically insulates
the conductive core from the bulk substrate. Both, the core and the cladding are
embedded in the bulk of the die.

4.2 TSVs for Packaging of MEMS

Requirements on TSVs for 3D packaging of MEMS may differ substantially as indi-
vidual manufacturing approaches are divers and utilized materials necessitate preva-
lent tailor-made and application-specific fabrication solutions. Typically, MEMS
utilize a substantial part or the whole silicon bulk to form 3D structures. Conse-
quently, critical dimensions of the TSV are determined by the invariable thickness
of the MEMS die, which may result in extreme aspect ratios. Consequently, estab-
lished manufacturing approaches to realize TSVs, for example in thinned ICs for
3D IC stacking, are too time consuming and unattractive and cannot satisfy these
challenging demands. Moreover, MEMS devices necessitate significant less I/O
connections per die and thus impose less demanding restrictions to the packaging
requirements, such as TSV pitch or TSV diameter. These considerations generate
an advantage on alternative and cost-efficient solutions over established fabrication
methods.

As TSVs becoming increasingly important, various manufacturing methods of
are developed and commercialized. With respect to the generation of the TSV to
the fabrication of the MEMS device, TSV manufacturing methods are classified as
TSV first, TSV middle and TSV last. Typical dimensions of TSVs range from a
few micrometer to more than hundred micrometers in diameter and the depth of
the TSV varies with the thickness of the MEMS device. Conventional TSV manu-
facturing approaches start with the formation of the TSV hole by utilizing DRIE
processes or laser drilling. Next, the dielectric cladding is formed to electrically
insulate the substrate from the TSV core. Finally the conductive TSV core is
realized. Most of the established TSV manufacturing approaches deploy electro-
chemical deposition (ECD) of Copper [130, 131, 132]. However, other materials,
such as Tungsten [133, 131] or doped silicon and poly-silicon [134, 130] are utilized,
too. Besides these deposition processes, alternatives solutions with the focus on
MEMS fabrication-based constrains, i.e. high aspect ratios, have been reported.
Thereby filling of TSVs is realized by using copper-based paste [135], slurry con-
taining gold particles [136] or molden solder [137]. A novel emerging trend focuses
on the integration of bulk materials forming the conductive TSV core. One ap-
proach makes use of magnetic assembly to firstly align the magnetic metal cores
vertically above the substrate and secondly to guide the via cores into the via holes
[138, 139, 140]. Almost ironically, the approach pursued in this work proposes
the traditionally thermo-sonic wire bonding technology for integrating TSV metals
cores. In a previous work TSVs has been realized by bonding a gold ball directly
into the bottom of the TSV hole, however, the approach necessitate a modified,
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manual wire bonder and is limited for an aspect ratio of about one [141].The novel
approach of this work takes the full advantage of the integration platform, utilizing
the high placement accuracy in combination with high throughput, by integrating
conventional gold wires that are per se void free. Integrating bulk wire materials
enable a cost-efficient and simplified fabrication. Conventional fabrication steps,
such as lithography, adhesion and seed layer deposition and the time consuming
ECD process are redundant. The process is implemented to a semi-automated and
fully automated wire bonding tool. No modifications of the tool are required. The
integration process is realized only by parameter adjustments of the conventional
ball stitch wire bonding cycle.

4.3 Fabrication of the TSV

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

silicon dioxide

(cross-section)

silicon substrate

etching hard mask

anisotropic DRIE

silicon dioxide

titanium & gold TSV hole

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the substrate fabrication. (a) Thermal oxidation of the silicon
wafer. (b) Formation of the etching mask using lithography and dry etching of silicon
dioxide. (c) Vertical DRIE of silicon through the substrate. (d) Removal of the silicon
dioxide hard mask and thermal reoxidation to electrically insulate the substrate and the
TSV hole. (e) Metal deposition of titanium and gold the front side of the substrate.

The fabrication process is divided into the generation of the TSV hole in the
substrate, the via core integration and finally the formation of the electrical con-
tacts. In this proof-of-concept all TSVs are fabricated using a 100 mm in diameter
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and 500 µm thick silicon wafer as illustrated in figure 4.1. The substrate is ther-
mally oxidized and lithographically patterned. Dry etching of the silicon dioxide
forms the hard mask for the formation of the TSV holes. An anisotropic DRIE of
silicon generates the TSV holes through the entire silicon wafer. Next, the hard
mask is removed using hydrofluoric acid and the substrate is reoxidized for electrical
insulation of the substrate from the TSVs. Finally, 10 nm of titanium and 200 nm
of gold is deposited by evaporation.

4.4 Integration of TSV Gold Cores

The via cores are integrated by deploying the conventional ball stitch wire bonding
cycle as depicted in figure 4.2. Therefore the wafer is diced into chips with a size
of 10 mm times 10 mm. The initial length of the wire tail is a crucial parameter
and is defined by the depth of the TSV hole and by the length that is required to
attach the wire next to the TSV hole.

excessive
 gold

wire bonding 
capillary bond wire

(a) Chamfering
of the wire tip

capillary

excessive
gold

EFO
discharge
EFO

electrode

(b) via core
threading

substrate
(snipped)

wire tail
bond
pad

tip of the
via core

stitch
bond

(c) via core
fixation

excessive
gold

preliminarily
fixated
via core

(d) tail
formation

Figure 4.2: Schematic illustration of the via core integration process using the wire
bonding tool. The integration procedure follows the conventional ball stitch wire bonding
cycle. (a) The EFO chamfers the tip to improve the wire thread procedure. (b) The wire
capillary threads the tail in the TSV hole until the tip of the wire exceeds the back side of
the TSV hole. (c) The wire capillary moves the periphery of the TSV hole and performs
a conventional stitch bond. (d) The wire capillary moves upwards and the wire clamp
closed at the tail height to generate a tail for the next TSV core integration cycle.

Instead of generating a FAB, the parameters are modified to chamfer only the
tip of the wire tail using a low firing current and short firing time. This improves
the inserting of the wire in the TSV hole as indicated in figure 4.2a. Conventional
centering of the FAB after its formation by means of the air tensioner underneath
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the bond capillary is omitted and thus, the length of the tail is preserved. Next,
the wire capillary centers above the TSV hole, as it substitutes the first bond
pad of the ball bond. A simulated “ball bond” is executed using very low bond
forces without ultrasonic energy. Consequently, the wire is inserted into the TSV
hole, as illustrated in figure 4.2b, until the tip of the tail exits the back side of
the TSV hole. No bond is established and the simulated “ball bond” acts only as
a touchdown for initiating the looping sequence. A trajectory for low-loop wire
shapes is executed, ending at the stitch bond position at the periphery of the TSV
hole. The conventional stitch bond fixates the wire and the wire capillary moves
upwards to the tail height as shown in figures 4.2c and 4.2d. The wire clamp closes
and a new tail is generated.

(a)
(Si die)

temporarily TSV core
fixation (stitch bond)

integrated
TSV Au core

(b)

application
of BCB

embedding of the TSV core
(by vacuum curing)

(c)

front & back side
grinding to SiO2

(d)

front side
gold contact

back side
gold contact

Figure 4.3: Schematic drawing of the processing steps to embed and contact the TSV.
(a) Cross-section of the substrate after the via core formation. (b) Dispensing of BCB
and hard curing in a vacuum oven to fill the air gaps between the TSV hole the via core
with BCB. (c) Grinding of the front and back side. (d) Deposition of gold, lithographic
patterning and wet etching of the gold.

The integrated TSV cores are only temporarily fixated. The final fixation inside
the TSV hole is accomplished by filling benzocyclobutene (BCB) into the remaining
air gap between the TSV core and the TSV hole. BCB is dispensed on the top of
the dies and hard curing is performed in a vacuum oven. In doing so, dispensed
BCB replaces air gaps between the TSV core and the TSV hole, realizing a stable
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fixation for the final contact formation. After the hard cure of the BCB, the front
and back side of the substrate are ground down to the silicon dioxide stop layer.
The TSV cores are exposed and metal is deposited. Lithographic patterning and
etching finalizes the contact pad formation.

4.5 TSV Fabrication Results

The integrated via cores are depict in the image 4.4. The via core is temporarily
attached to next to the TSV hole by a conventional stitch bond to the gold covered
substrate.

(a)

stitch bond
(temporary fixation)

(b)

TSV hole

integrated
via core

Figure 4.4: SEM images of the integrated via cores. (a) An array of four temporarily
fixated via cores after the integration process. (b) Close-up of one integrated via core into
the TSV hole.

4.6 Discussion and Outlook

Successfully fabricated TSVs using the proposed wire bonding approach are realized
by utilizing an semiautomated wire bonding tool. An aspect ratio of 10 and 20 is
realized. More details are described in paper 4 [142]. Present work focuses on the
implementation on a fully automated wire bonding tool. The integration of the
via core precisely follows the described procedure in section 4.3. Figure 4.5a shows
an test array of 7 times 7 via holes after the integration procedure. Figure 4.5c
depicts a close-up of a successfully integrated TSV core. The insertion process in
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combination with the tail formation process are crucial process steps. Failures in
one of these steps result in a non-integrated TSV core. A non-integrated TSV core
is depicted in figure 4.5b. Either the procedure of the tail has generated a non-
straight tail or the tip of the tail touched the TSV hole during the feeding sequence.
Another limitation caused by the tool is the opening of the wire clamp after the
shaping of the tail, i.e. the conventional tail formation. This requires to deactivate
the wire tensioner and results in non-consistent wire feeding.

(a)
array of

7 times 7 TSVs

(b)

non-integrated wire

(c)

integrated
via core

Figure 4.5: SEM images of the via core integration results using the automated wire
bonding tool. (a) An array of 7 x 7 integrated via cores. (b) Close-up of an non integrated
via core. (c) A successful integrated via core into the TSV hole.

Future work focuses on improving the tail formation and the feeding sequence.
The formation requires more experiments for establishing a consistent and reliable
process. This approach is a promising and cost-efficient concept for fabricating high
aspect ratio TSVs that targets low to medium TSV densities.





Chapter 5

Stress-minimized Packaging using
Wire Bonding Technology

5.1 Impact of Packaging Stresses on the Performance of
MEMS

Common to both ICs and MEMS is the need for packaging the fabricated de-
vices. The package does not only provide physical protection against mechanical
impacts. It also minimizes unwanted influences such as moisture and radiation,
which negatively affects device performance and reliability. In addition, the pack-
age enables application-specific interaction and “communication” with its environ-
ment [143, 144]. In particular, MEMS devices make use of the bulk silicon sub-
strate to realize functional structures for sensing and actuation purposes. In many
cases, these structures form suspended elements and other movable or vibrating
structures. Consequently, the mechanical integrity of the MEMS die is affected,
imposing stringent requirements on subsequent handling procedures and packaging
considerations. Thus, packaging costs contribute considerably to the total fabri-
cation costs and may even dominate of MEMS devices [145, 146, 147]. Prominent
examples are pressure sensors, accelerometers and gyroscopes.

Packaging of these fragile MEMS devices begins at wafer-level. A capping wafer
containing die cavities is bonded on top of the MEMS device wafer, to protect
functional structures and establish simultaneously defined hermetic conditions, i.e.
protective gas environment or vacuum, in the cavities. Thermal impacts on MEMS
devices vary and depend on the selected bonding method. Protected MEMS devices
are then diced and ready for die bonding. An epoxy-based adhesive or an alternative
resin is dispensed on the die paddle of the leadframe or other utilized substrates.
The MEMS die is placed on top using pick and place tools. The composite material
stack consisting of leadframe, adhesive and MEMS die is cured at elevated temper-
atures to establish a permanent bond. Next, electrical interconnections between
the bond pads on the die to the bond pads of the leadframe are realized using wire
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bonding. Final encapsulation using an epoxy molding compound (EMC) protects
the entire system and enables safe handing and ensures reliable operation.

(a) (b)
MEMS die on substrate

(before curing)
MEMS die

(after curing)

curing at elevated
temperatures

MEMS die

(cross section)

substrate
(leadframe)

adhesive
MEMS die under
compressive stress

warpage
(indicated)

bowed substrate

Figure 5.1: Illustration of the impact of the curing process to a mounted MEMS die on
a substrate. (a) The silicon MEMS die is placed on the substrate (leadframe) with an
adhesive in between. (b) Condition of the bonded MEMS die after the curing process at
elevated temperatures. At ambient temperatures the MEMS die experience compressive
thermally induced mechanical stresses due to the different coefficient of thermal expansion
of the leadframe, adhesive and MEMS die.

Most of the stages for packaging MEMS devices described here involve elevated
temperatures to first join the capping wafer, second to cure the adhesive between
the leadframe and the MEMS die and third to encapsulate the entire composite
material stack. The schematic illustration in figure 5.1 visualizes the characteristic
situation before and after curing of the adhesive. The bulk material of MEMS de-
vices is typically made of silicon and has a lower coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE) than the leadframe, which is typically made of metal. During curing of
the adhesive, a permanent bond is established and the materials involved experi-
ence CTE-specific thermal expansion. As the composite material stack is cooled
to ambient temperature, the silicon-based MEMS die undergoes minor shrinkage
compared to the metal leadframe. The MEMS die experiences compressive stresses
and the thermally induced mechanical stresses result in a warping or bowing of the
die.

Inertial sensors suffer substantially from thermally induced mechanical stresses.
Geometrical shifts within the resonating structures cause an off-set of the reso-
nance frequency, negatively alters the Q-factor of the resonating system and in
turn drastically affects capacitive sensing. Consequently, device performance, such
as sensitivity and stability, is reduced. In addition, such stresses have a lasting
effect on device reliability, i.e. the mean-time-to-failure [148, 149, 150].

Packaging stresses are of great concern. Various reports on modeling mechanical
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stresses in multilayer structures [151, 152, 153, 154] and experimental studies are
focusing on the accurate assessment of these thermally induced mechanical stresses
[154, 147, 155, 156, 157]. Further attempts to reduce packaging stresses have been
presented, such as optimizing the adhesive application, implementing an soft top
coating [149, 158] or generating an air gap to alleviate the impact on the die as
well as the usage of CTE matched materials [159] and other stress relief structures
[160, 161].

5.2 Die Attachment by Wire Bonding

wire bond connections
front & back side

active MEMS area
(stress-sensitive)

package
frame

attachment area
(not stress-sensitive)

Figure 5.2: 3D model of the die attachment principle. The die centered in the packaged
frame and is attached by double-sided bond wires. Wire bond connections are only estab-
lished at the non stress-sensitive outer periphery of the die, whereas the stress-sensitive
MEMS area is not taking part in the die attachment procedure.

Effective reduction of packaging stresses that arise during the die attachment can
be realized by utilizing thermo-sonic wire bonding. In this approach, conventional
bond wires do not simply serve as an electrical interconnection. Instead, bond
wires are utilized as mechanical support to attach the die to the package frame.
The concept of the die attachment using bond wires is illustrated in figure 5.2. To
evaluate the die attachment, a MEMS SW610 Butterfly Gyroscope from Sensonor
AS, Norway has been utilized. Modeling and fabrication details of the gyroscope
are presented in [162, 163, 164, 165]. The MEMS die is mounted in the center
of the ceramic package frame and attached by bond wires, that are established
at the front and back side. This attachment concept enables application-specific
separation of the attachment area and the sensing area of the MEMS die. The bond
wires are only located at the rigid outer periphery of the MEMS die. The fragile and
stress-sensitive inner area of the MEMS die, consisting of the seismic mass, sensing,
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Figure 5.3: Visualization of the die attachment process. The package frame and the die
are placed on the heater plate of the wire bonder. (a) 56 conventional gold wire bond
connections are established between the bond pad on the MEMS die and the bond pads
on the package frame. (b) After the semi-attached MEMS die is turned upside down
and mounted on the heater plate, further 56 wire bonds are created finalizing the die
attachment.

excitation and compensation electrodes, however, experiences no direct mechanical
impact and remains untouched during the die attachment process.

This wire bond attachment approach enables a simplified packaging process
with on added complexity. The curing step becomes obsolete, while the thermal
impact on the die is simultaneously reduced. As shown in figure 5.3, the custom-
made package frame is placed on the heater plate of the wire bonder together
with the MEMS die, which is positioned on the center support of the heater plate.
Conventional ball stitch gold wire bonding is executed and 56 gold wire bonds are
established. Next, the package-frame and the semi-attached die are turned upside
down and again 56 wire bonds between the bond pads of the MEMS die and the
bond pads of the package frame are generated, finalizing the die attachment.
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5.3 Evaluation of the Die Attachment

cross-section
(indicated)

X

Y

Figure 5.4: Surface plot of the induced warpage by the die attachment using bond wires.
The die shows a centered bow across the entire die.

The impact of the induced stresses caused by the die attachment using bond
wires is studied by comparing the resulting warpage of MEMS dies that have been
conventionally die bonded using adhesives. To do so, the warpage of the MEMS dies
is measured before and after the die attach using white light interferometry. The
warpage of two MEMS gyroscopes that is attached by 112 bond wires is measured.
Next every second bond wire is carefully removed by using a tweezer and another
measurement is conducted. Finally all bond wires are removed and the warpage
of the MEMS dies is measured. The differential measurements show a consistent
warpage that is induced by the bond wire die attachment. The 3D surface plot in
figure 5.4 shows a centered induced warpage. The centered cross-section is plotted
for both evaluated MEMS gyroscopes and is depicted in figure 5.5. Both MEMS
dies attached using 112 bond wires show a consistent warpage of between 203 nm
and 190 nm. A reduced warpage of 140 nm and 116 nm is measured after 56 bond
wires have been removed.

Conventional die attached MEMS gyroscopes using adhesives have shown di-
verse warpages and are detailed presented in [166]. Using an epoxy-based adhesive
causes significantly higher and unpredictable warpage characteristics and thus, in-
duce severe thermal mechanically stresses.

In a second part of the evaluation the mechanical integrity is studied. The
MEMS gyroscopes have operational sensing and detection resonance modes at 9 kHz
and at 9.3 kHz. The MEMS die attached to the package frame using bond wires, on
the other hand, can be considered as an harmonic oscillator on its own, which in turn
exhibits resonance modes. It is therefore essential to ensure that any interference
of the sensing and detection resonance modes of the MEMS gyroscope and the
resonance modes of the attached die resonating systems can be excluded. The
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Figure 5.5: Plot of centered cross-section warpage induced by the die attachment using
bond wires. The warpage of 203 nm and 190 nm is reduced to 140 and 116 nm by removing
56 bond wires.

resonance frequency of the MEMS die oscillator system can be approximated by
the resonance frequency of an harmonic oscillator as

fr = 1
2π

√
kn

m
, (5.1)

where k represents the spring constant of the resonating system and the amount
of bond wires is given by n. The mass of the resonating system is expressed by m,
i.e. the effective mass of both the MEMS die and the bond wires. Consequently,
the resonance frequency is proportional to the amount of bond wires. This has
been investigated by using Laser doppler vibrometry (LDV). The package frame
with the wire bonded MEMS die is mounted on a shaker, excited over a frequency
range between 1 kHz to 50 kHz. Several resonance modes have been identified and
are summarized in figure 5.6. The abscissa represents the ratio of the amount of
bond wires and the spring constant, divided by the effective mass of the resonating
system. The squared angular frequency is plotted on the ordinate. The MEMS
gyroscopes attached by 112 and 84 bond wires features three resonance modes in
each case. In contrast, the MEMS die attached by 56 bond wires exhibits four
resonance modes. Each resonance mode is characterized by either an out-of-plane
translational motion or a rotation mode. The linear correlation between the amount
of bond wires and the squared angular frequency is indicated by the dashed line,
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Figure 5.6: Plot of the product of the amount of bond wires and the spring constant
divided by effective mass of the resonating system versus the squared angular frequency.
A linear correlation of the number of bond wires and the squared angular frequency is
indicated by the dashed line. All identified resonance modes of the attached MEMS dies
using bond wires are highlighted by circles.

i.e. the number of bond wires is proportional to the squared angular frequency.
For the other two resonance modes, however, a trend is present supporting the
correlation but deviates significantly. The forth resonance mode, occurring for a
die attach using 56 bond wires, may result from an increasing instability of the
attached MEMS die.

5.4 Outlook and Discussion

The proposed approach enables die attachment that relies purely on conventional
wire bonding. No additional modification of the wire bonding tool is required.
As electrical interconnection, typically executed using wire bonding, is essential
for device operation and communication, no additional packaging procedures are
added. Instead, die attachment using adhesive or alternative resins is eliminated
and complexity in the MEMS packaging process is reduced. Simultaneously, the
thermal impact is reduced and stress-sensitive components of the MEMS gyroscope
are not directly exposed to mechanical stresses. White light interferometry proves
that the die attachment by bond wires induces warpages below the conventional
epoxy-based adhesives. It has been further shown that the height of the warpage
correlates with the number of bond wires. This allows prediction of the induced
warpage for an application-specific die attachment and consequently enables design-
relevant modifications, i.e. decreasing the warpage by reducing the number of bond
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wires.
LDV measurements confirmed the mechanical integrity of the die attach using

bond wires. All identified resonance modes of the attached MEMS dies are above
the operational sensing and detection modes of the gyroscope. Furthermore, the
correlation between the attachment stiffness and the number of bond wires has
been confirmed, i.e. potential resonance modes of the attached die can be tuned by
changing the amount of bond wires.

The accessibility of the MEMS die from both the front and back side is par-
ticularly advantageous. The bond wires establish electrical contact to both sides
of the die, eliminating costly and time consuming formation of TSVs and further
reducing design and fabrication complexity.

Figure 5.7: Photo of the die packaged MEMS SW610 Butterfly Gyroscope. The package
is mounted on top of the conventional packaged ASIC. Photograph is courtesy of Sensonor
AS.



Chapter 6

Nitric Oxide Gas Sensors using
Wire Bonding Technology

Sensing of volatile substances is an important detection technology and present
throughout all industries branches. A brief overview of its application area was in-
troduced in chapter 3. Recent advances in fabrication and miniaturization results
in improved sensor performance, i.e. selectivity and sensitivity, and simultaneously
power consumption is reduced. These improvements enable cost-efficient fabrication
and consequently stimulate new emerging markets. Applications of gas sensors are
widespread and omnipresent serving markets for high volumes, such as lambda sen-
sors for the automotive industry, as well as very customized and high-end markets.
Among the established gas sensing principles, amperometric gas sensing enables
to detect various gases, such as carbon monoxide and dioxide, methane, hydrogen
or nitric oxides [167, 168, 169]. Nitric oxide, for example, is a harmful gas and
typically generated in combustion processes of fossil fuel and fertilizers. Ampero-
metric gas sensors (AGS) sensors are based on electrochemical reactions, offering
high sensitivity in the ppm range. Thus, the surface area of the electrodes, where
the electrochemical reactions takes place, is an essential criteria and determines the
sensitivity of the sensor. Wire bonding enables a simple and low-cost fabrication
method to generate an electrode array. This chapter discusses the fabrication ap-
proach of forming high aspect ratio electrodes using a non-modified wire bonding
tool.

6.1 Amperometric Sensing Principle

Typically, AGS consists of a two- or three-electrode configuration, i.e. the working,
counter and reference electrode. All electrodes are immersed in a liquid electrolyte
or in contact with a solid electrolyte and thus, an electrochemical cell is established.
The electrolyte allows ionic flow between the electrodes, supports chemical reactions
at the working and counter electrodes, while the solubility of the analyze must be
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of the nitric oxide gas sensor. The reference electrode, made
of silver is defined in-plane, whereas the working and counter electrode are defined by
the inter-digital metal pads, consisting of 360 individually placed out-of-plane bond wires
with an aspect ratio of 50. All electrodes are embedded in solid electrolyte establishing
the electrochemical cell.

ensured preferably in diffusion-limited conditions. The electrodes are connected
to a potentiostatic circuit to maintain a constant potential difference between the
reference and the counter electrode. The potential difference in the presents of the
analyte, i.e. nitric oxide initiates the electrochemical reaction and the electron flow
is a measure of the gas concentration.

6.2 Wire bonding for Generating Sensing Electrodes

The sensor makes use of the briefly introduced amperometric sensing principle, us-
ing the three electrode configuration. Figure 6.1 depicts the sensor design. All
electrodes are defined in-plane on the substrate. The reference electrode, made of
silver is located next to the inter-digitated shaped working and counter electrodes
pads. Conventional thermo-sonic wire bonding is utilized for generating working
and counter electrodes. Wire bonding is a very suitable technology for generat-
ing out-of-plane electrode. Even though wire bonding is a serial process, the high
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(a)

substrate
(snippet)

silicon
dioxide

(b)

reference
electrode (Ag)

(c)
working

electrode (Au)

counter
electrode (Au)

Figure 6.2: Overview of the substrate fabrication. (a) Thermal oxidation of the silicon
wafer. (b) Generation of the reference electrode by evaporation of silver and pattern-
ing using lithography. (c) Formation of the inter-digitated shaped working and counter
electrode pads using evaporation and lift-off process.

throughput of state-of-the-art tools allows very fast formation of the electrodes,
while the high placement accuracy enables a relatively dense electrode arrays with
high aspect ratios. Each electrode consists 180 individual placed of out-of-plane
bond wires and thus, increasing the surface area of the working and counter elec-
trodes. All electrodes are embedded in Nafion, the solid electrolyte, as indicated
by the semi-transparent topping in figure 6.1.

The fabrication of the nitric oxide sensor is twofold, firstly the substrate is
manufactured using conventional surface micromachining technology. Secondly the
electrodes are placed using wire bonding technology and finally the entire device

(a)

ball
bond

bond
capillary

electrode
pad

(b)

protruding
bond wire

“stitch bond”
(on SiO2)

(c)
predetermined
breaking point out-of-plane

bond wire

Figure 6.3: Formation of the out-of-plane bond wire. (a) A ball bond is executed on
the electrode pad. (b) A low-loop trajectory generates the protruding wire and the stitch
bond with low bond force is performed on the silicon dioxide next to the electrode pad.
(c) The bond capillary moves upwards to the tail generation height and the bond wire is
lifted up and stretched.
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Figure 6.4: SEM image of the fabricated electrode arrays. Each electrode, the counter
and working electrodes, consists of 180 generated vertical bond wires, realized on a 10 mm
times 10 mm substrate.

is dip-coated in Nafion. Substrate fabrication, as shown in figure 6.2, is relatively
simple and utilizes a single side polished silicon wafer with a diameter of 100 mm,
that is thermally oxidized. The reference electrode is patterned using lithography
and silver is evaporated. Subsequent resist removal using lift-off process finalizes the
reference electrode formation. The working and counter electrodes are generated
by lithographically patterning, evaporation of gold and lift-off resist removal.

Electrode formation requires no modification of the wire bonding tool and makes
use of the conventional looping trajectory for low-loop wires, as illustrated in figure
6.3. Similar to a conventional ball stitch wire bonding cycle, a FAB is formed
and bonded to the electrode metal pad 6.3a. Next the wire capillary executes the
trajectory to render a low-loop wire. However, the small pitch of 150 µm between the
ball bond location and the stitch bond location in combination with a loop height
of 600 µm results in generating an protruding wire as indicated in figure 6.3b. The
stitch bond on the silicon dioxide surface establishes no bond, instead the low bond
forces weaken only the bond wire and a predetermined breaking point is introduced
to the wire. Then, the wire capillary move up to the tail height, the wire clamp
closes. While the wire capillary moves to the initial position for generating the next
FAB, the bond wire is stretched vertically and at the predetermined breaking point
the wire is torn off 6.3c.
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Figure 6.5: More details on the fabricated electrodes. (a) A close-up of the generated
vertical bond wires on the electrode pads. A pitch of 500 µm between the electrodes in one
row is realized. (b) Side view of the placed vertical bond wires. All bond wires showing a
consistent tilt of varying between 142 µm to 180 µm.

6.3 Fabrication Results & Characterization

The fabricated device after the electrode formation is show in figure 6.4. In total
360 vertical bond wires are generated. The pitch between the vertical bond wires
in this type of sensor is 500 µm. The vertical electrodes have a diameter of 25 µm
and the height is 1.24 mm. This give an aspect ratio of about 50. As shown in
figure 6.5b the placed electrodes showing a tilt varying between 142 µm to 180 µm.
This is caused by the capillary movement to the next bond position. In final step
the device is dip coated in a 5 % Nafion solution and dried.
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Figure 6.6: Plot of the measured current, while the sensor is exposed to NO concentra-
tions of 5, 10 and 20 ppm. The response time of the sensor is about 19 s.
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Figure 6.7: Three vertical bond wires. The right wire is formed without tilt compensa-
tion, while the left utilizes the tilt compensation. The tilt is reduced and the wire shows
a relative small bow.

For characterizing the sensor, all electrodes are connected to a potentiostatic
circuit as indicated in figure 6.1. During the measurements, the voltage between
the reference electrode and the counter electrode is kept constant to 0.95 V and the
current flow is recorded. At a constant humidity of 37 % RH, the sensor is exposed
to a nitrogen atmosphere with a defined concentration of nitric oxide of 5 ppm,
10 ppm and 20 ppm. Figure 6.6 shows the diagram of the sensor response for the
different nitric oxide concentration levels. At the lowest exposed concentration of 5
ppm, the sensor shows a current flow of about 7.8 nA and a response time of about
19 s.

6.4 Discussion & Outlook

The presented concept to fabricate nitric oxide sensors using wire bonding technol-
ogy, shows exemplary the formation of out-of-plane bond wires. Improvements on
the fabrication method includes increasing the height of the electrodes by utilizing
a wire capillary design, which features improved access to the electrode pads. At
present, progress has been achieved by reducing the pitch from 500 µm to 250 µm.
The previously limiting tilt of the vertical bonded wires tilt has been reduced by
a tilt compensation, i.e. utilizing the feature of a bended tail formation. Figure
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6.7 depicts the side view of three bonded vertical bond wires using different tilt
compensation parameters. The tilt has been reduced from 82 µm to below 25 µm.

The fabrication of the sensor can potentially moved towards an entire back-end
process. The substrate is replaceable by a conventional PCB and enabling a very
low-cost nitric oxide sensor. Sensitivity of the sensor can be improved by increasing
the surface of the electrodes, either by increasing the amount of bond wires or by
generating porous gold electrodes.





Chapter 7

Summary & Outlook

The work accomplished in this thesis proves that wire bonding technology is not
only limited to establish simple electrical interconnections. Instead wire bonding is
viable technology to integrate bulk wire materials enabling novel concepts for fab-
ricating and packaging MEMS devices. The developed integration platform utilizes
the features that are state-of-the-art wire bonding tools offers, i.e. high flexibility,
throughput and placement accuracy, combines these with micro mechanical attach-
ment structures and thus, generating a selective wire integration. This generic
concept allows virtually to integrate a multitude of metals and alloys and is not
limited to the conventional micro welding approach. Moreover, the integration pro-
cess allows to shape wires and enable an innovative method to generate suspended
structures with extreme geometries. The devices and structures realized in this the-
sis give a prospect of the versatile utilization of the developed integration platform
for future applications, beyond the traditional wire bonding. The presented work
in this thesis included:

• Verify the viability of proposed integration platform for non-bondable wire
materials by integration of shape memory alloy wires on wafer-level using a
semiautomated wire bonding tool. This work includes design and fabrication
of micro-mechanical attachment structures on wafer-level and experimental
work on the semi-automated wire bonding tool.

• Increasing the technology readiness level of the integration platform by im-
plementing the concept to a state-of-the-art wire bonding tool. To meet the
challenges of this work package, a new wire capillary was designed and the
conventional wire bonding cycle was adapted to the specific requirement for
wire integration. Moreover, several trajectories of the wire capillary have been
developed to enable the attachment and shaping of the wire.

• Utilize the integration platform to manufacture filament-based infrared emit-
ters using high performance resistive heating wires. Fabrication of the IR
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infrared requires designing of attachment structures, facilitating a reliable
fixation of the wires.

While heterogeneous integration of non-bondable wire materials necessitate
micro-mechanical attachment structures, the conventional micro welding approach,
utilized in thermo-sonic wire bonding, has enabled integration of gold bulk wire
materials for several innovative applications, which are listed below:

• Integration of bulk wire materials for through silicon via fabrication. Critical
steps within the conventional wire bonding cycle are adapted to the require-
ments, while not violating the machine limitations.

• Verification of a novel die attachment concept to minimize packaging stresses
in high performance gyroscopes.

• Realizing the formation of extreme aspect ratio electrodes by again adapting
the fabrication concept the conventional wire bonding cycle and parameters
imposed by the wire bonding tool.
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